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Abstract 

Mass timber, a contemporary type of wood construction using engineered wood products, sourced from 

sustainably managed forests, has the potential to reduce the carbon emissions of the construction sector 

and act as a climate mitigation solution. Mass timber buildings made from renewable wood material can 

store carbon over their life cycles and support the regeneration of forests. Unfortunately, in the current 

market conditions in North America, a modern mass timber construction can cost up to 5-15% more than 

a conventional building, resulting in a low likelihood of wide adoption beyond green construction trends 

or environmentally conscious clients. 

There is, however, a missed opportunity in the way these buildings’ structural systems are designed: up 

to 66% of structural material is under-utilized as a result of standardization because it is more convenient 

to manufacture. Structural optimization and new manufacturing techniques (i.e. digital fabrication) offer 

ways to design and manufacture customized structural elements with higher material efficiencies. 

This dissertation presents three new structural design methodologies to reduce cost through a reduction 

of material use in modern mass timber buildings. Each methodology addresses a standard structural 

element with high-recurrence and low material efficiency. The first methodology examines the design of 

hollow cross-laminated timber panels. The second methodology was developed to design shaped 

structural timber beams. The last methodology expands the design of shaped beam elements to frame 

structures. 

The results demonstrate that a total cost reduction of 5-7% can be achieved from structural material 

savings of 16-26%. A reduction of the total cost of mass timber structures is then likely to increase their 

competitiveness against other structural solutions and drive a greater implementation of sustainable mass 

timber as a climate mitigation solution. 

Keywords: mass timber, structural optimization, digital fabrication, structural shaping, environmental 

design. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Research motivations 

1.1.1. Why now 

Worldwide, the construction industry is responsible for 40% of the global greenhouse gas emissions [1]. 

A non-negligible part of these emissions comes from the production of building material used in 

structures, also called the embodied carbon of buildings [2]. It has been proven that timber construction, 

especially mass timber construction with timber sourced from sustainably managed forests, can help 

reduce the embodied carbon in buildings and act as a short-to-medium term carbon storage [3]. Thus, the 

use of modern engineered timber construction offers an effective method to reduce the building sector’s 

contribution to global warming. 

1.1.2. Wasteful material utilization in current practices 

However, a typical timber floor construction can waste up to 66% of structural material [4]. Indeed, 

engineered wood products such as cross-laminated timber panels or glue-laminated timber beams have 

very low material efficiency due to their solidity and undifferentiated geometries. Even though the internal 

stresses and material needs vary through the cross section and along the span of these structural elements, 

typical mass timber systems allocate material in a uniform, extruded manner. These inefficiencies often 
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lead to high structural material volumes, resulting in higher structural framing costs. Higher costs are then 

likely to slow sustainable development through the adoption of mass timber construction for mid- and 

high-rises in urban context. 

1.1.3. Inspiration from the past 

The wasteful use of structural material in timber construction has not always existed to this extent. During 

the early development of modern timber construction, the limited forest resources in Europe, for example, 

forced the structural designers to use structural wood wisely [5]. During the same time, the labor costs 

were usually smaller than the cost of material, enabling them to design more complex structures that 

required more labor, but were material-efficient (Figure 1). The economic developments following this 

period have shifted this relation between the cost of labor and material. Indeed, in the current context of 

developed economies, geometrical and manufacturing simplicity is often preferred to minimize labor and 

project overall cost. 

 

  

Figure 1: Historical examples of timber construction with high geometrical complexity and material efficiency. 

(top) Beam of a span of 10 meters by Ludwig Laves (1842). (bottom left) Floor beam by Otto Hetzer (1900). 

(bottom right) Reinforced composite beam by Otto Hetzer (1903). Images from Holzleimbau [5]. 

1.1.4. A change of perspective 

Recently, two new variables have entered the equation. First, the climate urgency has revealed the large 

externalities of wasteful material use. That is, the environmental total cost of building materials is much 

larger than its market price. While this additional cost is still not factored into the current market value, 

these externalities cannot be ignored anymore. The growing climate awareness is slowly changing this 

perception of ‘cost’ of material as metrics such as embodied carbon or the carbon intensity of materials 

are considered. Second, advances in robotic fabrication technologies and computer-controlled 

manufacturing tools have dramatically reduced the cost of labor. In fact, the cost of machine labor 

distributed over production time becomes much smaller on an hourly basis than human-equivalent labor 

[6]–[8]. 
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Today is therefore the right time to rethink the way we design and build timber structures. Some of the 

early modern timber technologies were indeed abandoned because they were too complex to make. For 

example, in the early 1900s, the inventor and engineer Otto Hetzer had to abandon the manufacture of his 

high-performing reinforced timber beams because the parabolic cut, as shown in Figure 1, was at the time 

too complex to cut [5]. Instead, the timber industry of the twentieth century favored structural elements 

with more wasteful material utilization that were simpler to manufacture. Today, these operations could 

be done easily with computer-aided milling machines. 

In this current situation where robotic labor and environmental cost can be considered, the return of more 

‘labor’ intensive but efficient structural geometries can be re-explored under a new light. 

1.2. Research opportunity 

1.2.1. Standard timber structures – a missed opportunity 

As stated earlier, the use of timber in modern construction is largely inefficient (Figure 2). Indeed, in very 

standard timber elements, up to 66% (and sometimes 75%) of the structural material is not used to its 

maximal strength potential. For example, when considering a very simple beam element loaded uniformly 

over its whole length, an engineer would look at the location of the highest demand (here maximum 

bending moment at the center of the beam) to design the whole element. The element’s section is kept 

constant and is thus overdesigned for most of its length. Two types of savings are here possible: sectional 

and longitudinal savings. In section, material placed as far as possible from the section’s center provides 

the most strength. In current glue-laminated beams, a large portion of the material is under-utilized. 

Second, the distribution of the internal loads (bending moment and shear force) varies along the 

longitudinally and is a condition fixed by the structural system. The strength of the beam is however 

constant throughout the whole length of the element, missing an opportunity to reduce the amount of 

structural material to what is strictly necessary. The shape of the element could be adapted to respond to 

the changes in the demand, both in section and along the length of the element. In most cases, the 

governing form-giving internal demand is the bending moment acting on the beam. 

Shaping has long been utilized by designers as a way to increase the efficiency of a structure. Galileo 

Galilei’s first exploration of the idea was presented in the book Two New Sciences in 1638. Since then, 

the development of structural engineering has enabled this technique to become more and more realistic 

from a technical standpoint [9]. However, the resulting complex geometries have often been a limitation 

for a widespread implementation.   
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Figure 2: Missed opportunities in current design of structural timber elements in bending with massive sections. 

The demand on the beam does not match the allocation of the resistance. The element’s height and width are kept 

constant over the length of the element (longitudinal section). The distribution of the material in the cross-section 

itself results in an underutilization of the structural material as well. The section is designed for the maximal 

stress happening at the top (compression stress) and bottom (tension stress). At the center of section, mid-way 

between the top and bottom, the same amount of material is available for a stress value equal to zero. Illustration 

by Natalie Bellefleur. 

1.2.2. New advanced manufacturing potential 

Manufacturing constraints have long defined the limitations of material efficiency. However, with the 

recent development of robotic fabrication (also known as digital fabrication), complex geometries can be 

manufactured with more ease. A machine controlled by a computer (CNC-machines or Computer 

Numerical Control) does not see a difference between a straight line or a complex curve, as both are 

represented by similar lines of code. These new advancements in manufacturing are allowing for a mass-

customization in construction and remove some of the barriers often associated with such optimal shapes. 

1.3. Research focus 

This dissertation focuses on standard, ubiquitous structural elements in mass timber construction that have 

a high occurrence and high potential of material savings for mid- and high-rise constructions. They are 

three main types of building elements: plates, beams and columns. Plate elements in mass timber 

construction are built with cross-laminated timber panels, beams and columns are built with glue 

laminated timber elements. 
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Figure 3: Research focus at the element level on ubiquitous mass timber elements: cross-laminated timber panels 

and glue laminated timber beams. Image of building on the left: Lever Architecture, Albina Yard (2016). 

This research focuses on: 

→ (1) plate elements (cross-laminated timber panels for one-way floor plates) 

→ (2) beam elements (glue laminated timber beams supporting the floor plates) 

→ (3) assemblies of beam elements into frame structures. 

The effect of material reduction on columns is indirectly considered through trickle-down effects that the 

weight reductions of the floor slabs and beams have on the columns. 

1.4. Research question 

In this context, the following general research question arises: 

How can structural optimization and digital fabrication be leveraged to improve the performance and 

reduce the material consumption of standard timber structures? 

More specifically, the research aims to answer the following questions: 

→ What are the possible material and cost savings associated with the use of optimal designs in mass 

timber construction. Can this lead to a reduction of the cost of mass timber structures? 

→ Are current fabrication technologies able to manufacture efficient structural designs? 

→ Is this exploration also opening the possibility of new design options? 
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1.5. Organization of thesis 

The dissertation is organized into five parts: (1) Introduction, (2) Background and (3) State-of-the-art and 

literature review, (4) Plate element optimization, (5) Beam element optimization, (6) System level 

optimization, and (7) Discussion and conclusion. 

The first chapter, introduction, gave an overview of the general context and the motivations that led to 

the research questions. 

Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 part, background, and State-of-the-art and literature review, present the essential 

background and state-of-the-art in four domains: environmental impact of buildings, mass timber 

structures, structural optimization and advanced manufacturing. The background reviews the necessary 

information to support the work’s motivation and lays out the general assumptions for the research work. 

The State-of-the-art and literature review chapter summarizes current research work happening in the 

related fields and highlights the research gap that this work intends to fill. More specific and detailed 

background and literature reviews are included in the separate chapters. 

The next two chapters focus on the optimization of single structural elements. The first, Chapter 4, 

proposes two design methods for material-efficient cross-laminated timber panels. The second, Chapter 

5, presents a design methodology for material efficient glue-laminated timber beams. 

Chapter 6, looks more broadly at the implication of structural optimization at the system level. Structural 

shaping from Chapter 5 is implemented at the level of an entire structural system. This chapter proposes 

a methodology for the controlled design of shaped indeterminate frame structures. 

The last chapter provides a summary of the contributions of each chapter, discusses the impact on standard 

mass timber buildings, offers guidance for future work and concludes the thesis.  
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2. BACKGROUND 

The following chapter reviews the context in which this thesis is situated. It offers a review of the impact 

of the building sector on the environment and an overview of mass timber construction.  

2.1. Buildings and the environment 

The building sector has an important contribution to the global emissions of greenhouse gases. The focus 

on the design of more efficient bending systems in standard constructions can help reduce this impact by 

combining the use of low embodied carbon materials and structural optimization. 

2.1.1. Impact of buildings 

2.1.1.1. Global context: CO2e emissions, climate change, and sustainability 

It is now largely recognized that human activities contribute to climate change. The spike of greenhouse 

gas emissions is caused by an increase in the world’s population and an increase in resource consumption. 

Recent reports of the International Panel on Climate Change (IPPC) have made it clear [10]. Two 

strategies have to be followed to limit global warming as a result of the anthropomorphic greenhouse gas 

emissions to a relatively safe level of negative externalities: adaptation and mitigation. The panel of the 

world’s experts on climate science has determined carbon budgets corresponding to different scenarios 
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and corresponding expected results. In order to limit harm to a large portion of the world’s population, 

the IPCC has modelled different carbon emission scenarios to ensure a sustainable continuation of life on 

earth as we know it today [10]. At today’s emission rate, some models predict that the budget to reach a 

1.5°C global warming could be spent before 2030 [11]. 

Climate change externalities have large impacts on the world’s economy. Severe weather events that will 

increase in rate as a result of a warming planet and result in large damage in cities (e.g. Hurricane Sandy 

in New York). In the U.S. alone, the additional cost to residential energy use caused by heat waves or 

abnormally cold winters can be up to 12 billion U.S. dollars a year [12]. 

The principles of sustainable development are generally accepted to follow the triple bottom line 

framework [13]. Under this definition, three equal parts must be considered: people, planet, and profit. 

That is, one aspect cannot be ignored without negatively affecting sustainability. A technical solution to 

an environmental problem can only make sense if it is financially viable. This general framework applies 

to all human activities. 

The construction industry is especially challenged to reinvent itself, given the short time frame and the 

importance of its contribution to the problem. Worldwide, the construction sector is responsible for about 

40% of all emissions [1]. Cement alone, one of the ingredients for the most used structural material, is 

responsible for about 7% of global emissions [14]. While these figures can vary between studies, it is 

undeniable that we have to rethink the way we design and operate buildings. 

The contribution of the building sector can be divided into two parts: operational emissions and embodied 

emissions. The operational emissions are linked to the use of resources to operate buildings. For example, 

this includes the energy required to heat and/or cool buildings. The second portion, embodied energy, is 

associated with the use of natural resources required to build buildings such as the manufacture of 

structural or cladding material. 

Carbon Dioxide equivalent (CO2e) is a metric commonly used to measure the impact of all greenhouse 

gases [15]. Each greenhouse gas harmful potential is translated into the equivalent impact of Carbon 

Dioxide (CO2) over a 100-year period, also called Global Warming Potential (GWP). One kilogram of 

methane (CH4), for example, is equivalent to the impact of about 25 kilograms of CO2 [16]. Other negative 

environmental externalities not considered with this metric include (but not limited to) ocean acidification, 

ozone depletion, biodiversity for example. This metric, however, can be quantified and used to balance 

alternative choices when it comes to their environmental footprint. 

2.1.1.2. Embodied carbon 

The embodied carbon or carbon emission of a material is the amount of CO2e that was required to produce 

it, use it and discard it. At the level of a building structure, the embodied carbon includes the totality of 

the impact of all materials, structural and non-structural. In this thesis, the emphasis is put on reducing 

the embodied carbon of the structural materials in a structure. In the rest of the document, embodied 

carbon refers to the contribution of the structural materials only. For building materials, it is usually 

measured in kg-CO2e/kg-material [17]. 

The contribution of the embodied carbon to the total carbon emissions of a building is of great importance 

in the coming decades. A study of the separate contribution has shown that embodied carbon can represent 

up to 20% of the total emissions of a building with standard energy performance. In more efficient 
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building or net-zero buildings with minimal or negative operational carbon emissions, the embodied 

carbon can represent the majority of all emissions over the building’s life cycle [18], [19]. In the short-

term moreover, the contribution of the embodied carbon of a building is especially important, as its totality 

is released at the time of construction. More details on the topic can be found under [2]. 

The quantity of the embodied carbon of a material is computed through an analysis called life-cycle 

analysis (LCA). The analysis considers all the carbon emissions flows (positive and negative) from the 

extraction to the end of life. For most materials, this results in a positive value, indicating that the 

production and use of the material emit greenhouse gases. To compare the impact of different materials, 

it is important to consider the entire life-cycle and that the analyses have the same boundaries. 

Embodied energy can also be utilized to compare materials. This metric gives the amount of energy to 

produce a material or an object. While this can be a useful data point, it is difficult to relate it to the 

environmental footprint of this material or object, since the energy source plays an important role in the 

assessment. 

2.1.1.3. Why standard buildings and floor systems 

This thesis focuses on the embodied carbon of standard buildings. It is here defined as mid- to high-rise 

constructions with standard dimensions, generally used for housing or office spaces. The spans between 

the columns (an important factor in structures) are generally between 4 and 10 meters. 

In order to meet the need for housing due to the expected urbanization and population growth [20], 

standard buildings will be built at a high rate. By 2030, planet earth will be approximately housing an 

additional billion people [21]. In an urban context, density is achieved with multi-story construction, 

resulting in a lot of above-ground floor areas. 

As a reference and on a larger time frame, population growth-related housing needs are the equivalent of 

building a new New York every month for the next 40 years [22] around the world. 

All these floor systems are supported by what is commonly called structural floor systems. In most cases, 

the structural elements (spanning horizontally) used to span between the walls or the columns are beams 

or plate structures acting in bending. Bending is known to be the least efficient way of transferring forces 

structurally. Finally, these systems contain a lot of inefficiencies, as up to 66% (and up to 75% in some 

cases) of the structural material is underutilized [4]. 

2.1.2. Pathways to reduce environmental impact 

In order to reduce the use of embodied carbon in standard building structures, two main pathways have 

been identified: structural optimization and low-embodied carbon materials [23]. Alternative possible 

pathways with lesser impact can be found in [24].  
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2.1.2.1. Low-embodied carbon materials 

Low-embodied carbon materials are material with relatively lower carbon emissions than others. This 

comparison can be difficult to do in a general sense because the single metric of embodied carbon does 

not give the full picture. 

Some characteristics are linked to the material itself such as strength, density, cost, etc. These trade-offs 

can be complicated to deal with as structural materials can be used in different structural forms with a 

different utilization of these properties. Ashby [25] developed charts to help balance the different 

properties of materials. In the example of Figure 4, the embodied energy (i.e., energy content) per kg of 

material is graphed with the unit cost of the material. In general, the cost of material is correlated to the 

energy content, i.e. the amount of energy required to produce one kilogram of the material. The same 

materials and their costs can be compared to their strength values. These one-by-one performance metrics 

can be helpful to balance two aspects on a kilogram basis, but this does not consider how the material is 

used in its final form. In fact, a kilogram of steel will have a different structural potential than a kilogram 

of wood. 

  

Figure 4: Ashby charts for cost vs energy content (left) and cost vs strength (right). Images from http://www-

materials.eng.cam.ac.uk/mpsite/interactive_charts/ 

Other characteristics of the structural materials, not linked to the actual material properties and 

characteristics, should also be included in the environmental assessment. These are often linked to the use 

of the material, such as its transport to site, the source or disposal at the end of use. For example, a local 

material will have a shorter distance to the construction site that a similar material shipped from another 

country. Even in this case, the transportation method (e.g. train, truck or boat) can have a large impact on 

the life cycle analysis. 

A recent study [26] has analyzed the embodied carbon of a large number of built projects. With this, the 

study was able to generate average values of embodied carbon for different structural materials used in 

actual buildings. 
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Figure 5: Global Warming Potential (kg-CO2e/m2) for 518 existing buildings in different main structural material 

categories, extracted from https://www.carbondeqo.com/database/graph [26]. 

As shown in Figure 5, the average value of the embodied carbon measured as the global warming potential 

of four mainstream structural materials: steel, reinforced concrete, brick, and wood. On average, building 

materials with a lower embodied carbon such as brick or wood result in buildings with a lower global 

warming potential [26]. 

The comparison of the environmental impact of buildings is a complex problem that contains numerous 

parameters. Not every material makes sense everywhere. Sometimes, best practice with a carbon-intensive 

structural material can result in a better environmental performance than poor practice with a low 

embodied carbon material. However, in general, it can be said that a structural material with a lower 

embodied carbon will result in a building with lower embodied carbon. 

2.1.2.2. Structural optimization 

The second pathway is structural optimization. It deals with the efficient use and spatial placement of 

structural material to achieve high-performing structures. This rich field of research provides practitioners 

with tools and techniques to minimize the use of structural materials [27] and will be reviewed in more 

detail in Section 3.1 with its applicability to timber floor systems.  

The design of efficient structural systems has been successfully used by academic authors [28]–[35] and 

is often deployed by practicing structural designers (such as Skidmore, Owings & Merrill (SOM) [36], 

[37], BuroHappold, Schlaich Bergermann Partner, Werner Sobek, Knippers Helbig Advanced 

Engineering for example) as an efficient approach to lower the use of structural materials. 

https://www.carbondeqo.com/database/graph
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2.1.3. Thesis strategy 

In this thesis, it is assumed that lower embodied carbon material and optimization are efficient methods 

to reduce the embodied carbon of building structures. Both pathways are deployed by applying structural 

optimization to modern mass timber structures. 

2.2. Mass timber structures 

This overview of mass timber construction offers a summary of the state-of-the-art and highlights the key 

aspects needed for the discussion of the thesis’s results. Importantly, it shows that the current state-of-the-

art in mass timber structures can support the development of more optimized structural elements proposed 

in this thesis. 

The information presented in this section can be found in textbooks about timber construction ([3], [38]–

[41]), on wood products association’s websites [42] industry groups [43]–[46] and a recent review paper 

by Ramage et al. [47]. More recent work not part of the generally accepted state-of-the-art is cited in the 

text where necessary.  

2.2.1. State-of-the-art of mass timber construction 

This section reviews the state-of-the-art of mass timber construction: the main processes of the 

transformation of forest resources into lumber, the grading of lumber for structural applications, the 

mechanical properties of structural lumber, the typical configuration of a mass timber building, the main 

innovation that enabled engineered wood products and mass timber construction, a few considerations 

about fire design and finally the combined use of mass timber with prefabrication methods and Building 

Information Modeling (BIM). 

2.2.1.1. Tree to lumber 

The process of turning trees into a useable piece of lumber includes many steps (Figure 6). The first step 

is the harvest of the trees (not shown in Figure 6). Cut trees are trimmed and transported to a sawmill. At 

the sawmill, the tree logs are sorted by size, as the log diameters can range from a few inches to larger 

logs that require different mill settings. The bark is mechanically removed from the logs. The naked tree 

is then sawn into lumber. Depending on the market price and the final application, the mill will cut lumber 

in different dimensions. The usual dimensions are pre-defined sizes for dimensional lumber (in the U.S. 

2 inch by 4 inches for example). In some other cases, the lumber is not cut into dimensional lumber but 

into thin veneers. In this case, instead of using saw blades to cut the wood, the log is turned on a lathe 

against a knife to produce a thin wood peel or wood sheet. 
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Figure 6: Sawmill process from log to dry lumber. Image by Swedishwood.com 

The lumber is then stacked for the drying process. A standing tree contains a large amount of water (can 

be more than 100% moisture content) and needs to be dried to a water content that ensures its durability 

[38]. For construction applications, the target moisture content is around 12-15%. This process is 

responsible for the majority of the embodied energy of lumber production. Air-drying is rarely used by 

large sawmill as the process can take a few years to achieve the target water content. Most of the energy 

in state-of-the-art facilities is provided by the burning of the sawmill by-products, such as bark, chips, 

off-cuts, and shavings. 

Once cut and dried, the wood is delivered to the next steps of the processing. In the case of lumber that 

will be used structurally, the next step is grading. 

2.2.1.2. Grading 

Lumber pieces have highly variable mechanical and visual properties, even within the same wood species. 

The grading process assigns mechanical and/or visual properties to specific lumber pieces. These 

properties are usually grouped in pre-designed categories in order to ease the use of graded lumber. For 

structural application, only the strength grades of the lumber, defined by its mechanical properties, is 

required. This can, however, be inferred by the visual characteristics of the lumber. The visual properties 

of lumber are used in the case of architectural applications such as finishes, furniture or flooring but can 

also be important for structural lumber. In fact, the structure in modern wood construction is often left 
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apparent and can be considered as a finish material. High grades with higher strength characteristics 

usually have a higher market value than lower grades. Similarly, preferred visual grades (usually defect-

free wood) have a higher market value. 

The grading can be done with two main methods: visual grading and mechanical grading. Visual grading 

assigns a strength category of a piece of wood based on visual criteria that have an impact on mechanical 

properties. The standard visual criteria include the presence of knots, cracks in the lumber, etc. Knots are 

unwanted in lumber as they are weak points that break the continuity of the wood fiber. Visual grading, 

that was traditionally done by human graders assessing each board visually, has now been digitized in 

state-of-the-art facilities. Advanced facilities have the ability to assess the lumber’s grade (and hence its 

value) before its processing in the sawmill. Computer Tomography (CT) scans are used in combination 

with cutting pattern optimization software to maximize every log output [48], [49]. Alternatively, lumber 

can be graded mechanically. In this case, the grade of the piece of lumber is inferred from its mechanical 

performance directly, usually through its stiffness under a load. This method, also called machine stress 

rating (MSR) or machine rated lumber, yields better structural performances when compared with 

traditional visual grading (without CT scanning). 

  

Figure 7: Modern digital technologies in the sawmill industry. (left) CT scanner CTlog by Microtech [48]. (right) 

Log cutting optimization software by Cutlog [50]. 

With these grading processes, it is possible to know the expected strength of every piece of lumber that 

will be used structurally. The digitalization of the industry has increased the possibility of tailoring every 

step of the process to maximize the yield of every single piece of lumber. 

2.2.1.3. Properties of structural lumber – an anisotropic material 

One of the main characteristics of lumber when compared to other structural materials is its anisotropic 

behavior. The anisotropy has an impact on both the mechanical properties of lumber pieces and the 

dimensional changes. Some of the engineered wood products that will be discussed later attempt to 

address the limitations imposed by the anisotropic characteristics of wood. 

The anisotropic structure of wood is a direct result of how the tree grows and functions. The main result 

of the biological growth of trees (not addressed in full details here) is the alignment of the main wood 

fiber or grain in the main direction of the tree’s growth, the longitudinal direction. More specifically, 

trees are defined as rotation symmetrical anisotropy as the tree trunks have growth rings centered around 
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the center of the log. These define two additional directions in relation to the growth rings: radial and 

tangential (Figure 8, left). 

Anisotropic dimensional change of lumber is an important consequence of its biological and microscopic 

structure. The dimensional changes due to the humidity changes (i.e. the water content in wood) affect 

the radial, tangential and longitudinal direction differently (Figure 8, right). The longitudinal shrinkage 

(or swelling) is less important than the radial and tangential shrinkage. Radial dimensional change is 

smaller than tangential changes by about half.  

  

Figure 8: Wood anisotropy. (left) Main fiber direction and definition of the anisotropic axis in wood. (right) 

Dimensional changes due to the grain direction. Images from the Wood Handbook [38]. 

The structural properties are similarly affected by the anisotropy of the material. The highest mechanical 

properties are along the longitudinal fiber direction. The mechanical properties in the two other axes 

(tangential and radial) have similar mechanical properties and is often referred to as ‘perpendicular to the 

main grain direction’. 

Anisotropy defines the majority of the timber-specific structural design principles. The grain direction is 

of particular importance timber structures are combined with structural optimization. 

2.2.1.4. Mass timber – a contemporary timber solution 

Mass timber is generally defined as a type of timber-based construction system using engineered wood 

products for its structure. Engineered wood products are wood products that are made out of smaller 

pieces of elements assembled together to improve some of its characteristics (Figure 9). 

Mass timber construction is currently gaining a lot of attention as it represents a viable solution for high-

density and high-rise urban construction [51], [52]. While some of the early ideas around this construction 

system has been around for more than a 100 years [5], the latest engineered wood products and critical 

development in grading, wood processing and timber engineering have enabled the appearance of mass 

timber buildings as we understand it today in the last 30 to 40 years, mostly in Europe. It is now rapidly 

making its way into construction practices in other countries around the world. 

The typical configuration of a mass timber building resembles the construction systems used with other 

structural materials like concrete and steel. It is mostly a post-and-beam type of construction with a 

separate lateral load resisting system. The vertical loads are supported by columns. The floor systems are 

organized into two main subsystems: a beam grid and a floor plate system. The loads from the plate system 
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are transferred to the beam grid and then transferred to the columns. The lateral load resisting system can 

be achieved with a variety of structural systems; recent high-rise timber projects have utilized a concrete 

core system or a lateral bracing system. Currently, the highest timber in the world is Mjøstårnet by Voll 

Arkitekter in Brumunddal, Norway, completed in Mars 2019 with a total height of 85.4 meters [53]. 

  

Figure 9: Modern mass timber construction (left) Wood Innovation Design Center by Micheal Green Architecture 

(2014), image by Ema Peter. (right) Current tallest timber building in the world, Mjøstårnet by Voll Arkitekter 

(2019), image by Moelven. 

Mass timber differentiates itself from the light-wood-frame construction used for most homes in the 

United States (Figure 10). In fact, more than 90% of construction in the U.S. is made out of light wood 

frame construction [54]. Similarly, most of the small-scale constructions (3-5 stories) are built out of the 

same construction system using small dimensional lumber as a light structural skeleton. It is only the 

recent change in need for housing in a high-density urban context that requires higher-rise buildings that 

have pushed for the development of more advanced timber constructions. This new construction type for 

wood emerged from the development of two key technologies: wood adhesives and mechanical fasteners. 

 

 

Figure 10: Comparison of light wood frame and mass timber construction (left) Light wood frame construction 

with high density of small dimensional lumber for stud walls and roof rafters, image from Merriam-Webster Inc. 

(right) Modern mass timber construction with large timber element in a post and beam type of construction, Lever 

Architecture, Albina Yard, Portland, OR, USA (2016). 
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2.2.1.5. Main innovations 

Wood adhesives and mechanical fasteners are the two recent innovations in timber engineering that have 

enabled the use of timber as a structural material for large scale structures. These technologies have also 

made possible the development of engineering wood products with higher mechanical properties than the 

lumber it is made from. 

Wood adhesives are one of the most important technologies enabling modern mass timber construction. 

Before this development, timber structures were limited by the timber sizes, limiting both the span of the 

structure (tree length) and maximal cross-section of the elements (tree diameter). While traditional 

carpentry techniques expanded the range of structural solutions, they could not compete with other 

standardized manufactured structural materials like reinforced concrete and steel. Modern wood structures 

are no longer limited by the size of a tree, as larger elements can be assembled and glued from small 

standardized lumber pieces to create large sections. Furthermore, finger-jointing (end-to-end gluing) 

allows the manufacturing of structural elements with theoretically unlimited length. Combined with 

manufacturing developments, wood adhesives created today’s engineered wood products such as cross-

laminated timber (CLT) panels, glue-laminated timber, plywood, or oriented strand boards (OSB) that 

enable modern mass timber buildings. 

Finger-jointing is the process of gluing two pieces of lumber longitudinally. Gluing lumber, in general, 

is relatively simple when the grain of the two surfaces that need to be joined together are parallel. 

However, in the case of end-joining, when the glued surfaces are perpendicular to the main grain direction, 

the joint quality is poor. Finger-jointing consists of preparing the ends of the lumber pieces to increase 

the surface area to be glued with the grain running in parallel, as shown in Figure 11. The main advantage 

of finger-jointing is the ability to create pieces of lumber of any length, not limited or constrained by the 

length of the tree it is milled from. Furthermore, it allows the removal of wood defects in lumber pieces 

such as knots. This operation yields wood boards with higher strength values as the ‘weak link’ (i.e. wood 

defect) has been removed from the piece. 

 
 

 

Figure 11: Advantages of finger-jointing and wood adhesives for mass timber elements. (left) Advantage of 

lamination of smaller lumber pieces into a larger beam. (middle) Finger joint in a timber beam (right) Composite 

beam section with stronger wood on the outside layers. Images by swedishwood.com [46]. 

Metal mechanical fasteners made modern timber construction competitive for prefabrication and high-

performance structures. The use of massive timber elements implies that more force is being transferred 
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with fewer elements, quickly reaching the potential of traditional carpentry connections. The development 

of mechanical connectors made of high strength material augmented the maximal force that could possibly 

be transferred between structural elements. This ability to build with fewer elements concurrently opened 

the door of prefabrication for timber structures that could be rapidly assembled on site. Aluminum and 

steel nails particularly have enabled the development of Nail-Laminated timber (NLT), an engineered 

wood product in panel form. 

Engineered wood products are a class of wood products that are made of smaller pieces of lumber, 

assembled together by glue or mechanical fasteners. This transformation of lumber into an engineered 

wood product improves one or more performance metrics or characteristics of the initial material. The 

most commonly used engineered wood products in construction are glue-laminated timber beams and 

columns, cross-laminated timber panels, plywood, oriented strand boards (OSB), dowel laminated timber 

and nail-laminated timber panels. In mass timber construction, glue-laminated timber and cross-laminated 

timber products are the most commonly used. 

Glue-laminated timber or Glulam is a type of engineered wood product that combines finger-jointing and 

lamination of timber boards. These products are used for linear elements such as beams and columns. 

Through the finger-jointing operation, the final product is made stronger than the initial boards or lamellas 

it is composed of. Furthermore, the lamination process allows for the manufacture of large elements, only 

limited by the size of the mode of transport. Standard practice and codes allow for the combination of 

lumber of different grades to best utilize the material’s capacity, called composite layup. In an element in 

bending, for example, the most extreme boards (top and bottom) of the beam can, in these cases, have 

boards of higher strength grades, while the center of the element can be made of lower strength grades 

(Figure 11). 

The second engineered wood product commonly used in mass timber construction is cross-laminated 

timber panel. CLT is made by gluing layers of lumber perpendicular to each other, as to create a panel 

product with wood fiber running in two perpendicular directions. This panel product is used for floor 

systems or walls and has the capacity to transfer load efficiently in two directions when used in out-of-

plane bending. The cross-wise lamination also increases the dimensional stability of the panels, as the 

deformation of the grain in one direction is constrained by the grain running in the perpendicular direction. 

Usually, CLT panels have a strong direction and a weak direction. The strong direction is the direction in 

which the panel’s resistance is the highest and has the largest dimension. The weak direction is the 

direction with the lower strength capacity and smaller production dimension. In fact, CLT panels have 

lengths of up to 60 feet (or 20 m) and a width of about 10 feet (or 3 m). Due to this, CLT panels are mostly 

used in one-way bending, unless an efficient connection can be created in the lateral direction or the 

maximal span in the weak direction is limited to the width of the panel. Alternatively, CLT panels can 

also, in some cases, be used as beam elements, when resting on the edge (edgewise bending). 
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Figure 12: Cross-laminated timber panel configuration. CLT panels are made of layers of dimensional wood 

glued to each other orthogonally. The longitudinal planks run along the panel’s main dimension and the main 

structural direction. The transverse planks run perpendicular to the panel’s main dimension. (right) Possible 

sections and board lay-ups for CLT panels. Images from CLT Handbook [55]. 

The manufacturing of engineered wood products is highly automatized in state-of-the-art facilities, with 

very little human labor involved relative to the volume of products’ output. A standard manufacturing line 

for Glulam is displayed in Figure 13. The first step consists in preparing the lumber to a standard 

dimension. In fact, lumber out of the kiln is usually warped, has inconsistent dimensions and doesn’t have 

the flat surface required for a good adhesive bond. The preparation of the lumber involves re-sawing and 

planning down to the desired thickness. A layer of glue is then applied before the boards are pressed 

together. The glued assembly (rough glulam) is then re-surfaced and trimmed to the final target 

dimensions of the element. Further processing can involve other milling operations for the final use of the 

elements, such as pockets or holes for the connections or building services or increasing the surface’s 

quality through sanding. For the CLT, the manufacturing line shares a lot of the processes. The main 

difference is the positioning of the different layers, that have to be placed perpendicularly to each other. 

 

Figure 13: Glue laminated timber manufacturing process. Image http://glulambeams.co.uk/about-glulam/what-is-

glulam 
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The most modern manufacturing plants have a high degree of geometrical flexibility. They also often 

incorporate the milling operation within the same company or sister company to fully take advantage of 

the digital tools available in modern sawmills. In practice, this allows knowing exactly where each piece 

of the log can go before it’s even milled. This integration with digital fabrication will be presented and 

discussed in more detail in Section 3.2. 

2.2.1.6. Selected design considerations: fire 

Design guidelines for mass timber elements can be found in reference textbooks. Generally, the design of 

mass timber elements follows the allowable stress design principle. Each engineered wood product 

manufacturer provides design tables with maximal loads and span tables together with the maximal 

allowable stress for the timber grade used in the products. 

In this subsection, the procedure for fire design is briefly presented. In fact, the performance of 

combustible materials like timber used structurally is justifiably a recurring topic of worry for non-

specialists. Furthermore, fire design for mass timber structures also imposes limitations on code 

development and acceptance. 

Fire design in timber can mainly be approached in three ways: char design, sprinklers or protection. All 

three can be used in combination or alone, depending on the requirement of the building. The latter option, 

fireproof protection, consists of covering the mass timber structure with a non-combustible material. The 

two other options give the opportunity to leave the timber structure apparent or uncovered. Sprinkler 

system is a widely known fire suppression system for buildings that consist of reducing the fire load by 

spraying water on it. The last possibility (the one that is the most specific to mass timber) is called char 

design. 

Char design takes advantage of the low thermal conductivity of charred wood. In fact, once a wood 

element starts burning, it produces a layer of charred wood. This newly formed layer of char protects the 

wood inside from deteriorating. In terms of structural design, the initial section is reduced by a burn rate 

value (in mm/min) to determine the residual section with load-carrying capacity within the initial section. 

The design of the section, in a case of fire, only considers the wood inside the burned section that is not 

damaged (cold wood). A classic analogy for this design principle is the campfire. It is relatively hard to 

start a fire from a large log but a lot easier to start it with small kindling. For this exact same reason, mass 

timber structures have a very different level of fire safety and resistance than light wood-framed houses. 

 

Figure 14: Principle behind char design for timber structures in a fire situation. Image from Timber Construction 

Manual [41]. 
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It is also important to remember that the higher risk for human lives in a building on fire (designed with 

current codes) is not the collapse of the building itself, but the suffocation induced by the smoke 

production in the building [56]. 

Recently, the possibility of mass timer construction in the U.S. has been expanded with new provisions 

to the International Building Code (IBC) that will be released in 2021. The code expands the code 

allowance for tall timber buildings to 18 stories. 

2.2.1.7. Prefabrication and Building Information Model 

The digitalization of the entire manufacturing process in timber construction lends it well to be used in 

combination with prefabrication construction methods and Building Information Modeling (BIM) 

processes. 

Timber construction takes full advantage of prefabrication. Not only is it the only possible way of building 

mass timber buildings, but the engineered wood products also have better dimensional stability than 

standard lumber and can thus be designed with small construction tolerance.  

The combination with BIM processes pushes the possibility further. In state-of-the-art mass timber 

construction, all the holes for services and connection details are premanufactured. That is, every piece is 

manufactured for its final placement in the building and is customized for its final use. As a result, on-site 

construction is shorter and requires less manual labor or adjustments. 

2.2.2. Forestry, sustainable timber and environmental impact of timber construction 

The sustainability of mass timber construction is highly linked to forestry practices and how the end of 

life of the building is managed. If these aspects are neglected, mass timber construction can be linked to 

a reduction of forest health and have very limited carbon benefits [3]. If done correctly, mass timber 

construction has the potential to foster and boost forest health and to serve as an impactful natural climate 

mitigation solution [54], [57], [58]. In a very simplified conclusion, the wood should be certified in a 

Forest Certification Program (FCP). While there are many other aspects to sustainable timber, FCPs 

ensure some minimum environmental requirements that producers have to follow. 

The environmental impact of timber structures goes behind its embodied carbon value. The substitution 

of other materials for timber, carbon sequestration in wooden products, and forest health all are added 

carbon benefits. 

This section briefly reviews the availability of sustainable timber and the general carbon life cycle of mass 

timber products.  

2.2.2.1. Distribution of sustainable timber resources worldwide 

The world’s timber resources are distributed worldwide. Some regions of the world like in Northern 

Europe, Eastern Asia or South America have comparatively large timber resources (Figure 15). Other 

regions like the Middle East and North Africa have very limited forest cover. In order for these forests to 

produce sustainable timber, they generally have to be sustainably managed or part of a certification 
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program. The certification programs help ensure that the forest’s output is renewable and sustainable, i.e. 

after years of harvesting and managing, the health of the forest is improved. 

 

Figure 15: Forest area as a percentage of total land area in 2015 [59]. 

They are many forest certification programs. The most common ones are [38]: Forest Stewardship Council 

(FSC), Sustainable Forestry Initiative (SFI), American Tree Farm System (AFTS), Canadian Standards 

Association (CSA) and Programme for the Endorsement of Forest Certification (PEFC) schemes. 

The distribution of managed forests with certification programs shows the availability of sustainable wood 

around the world. A large fraction of the available sustainable wood is produced in North America, mostly 

in Canada (Figure 16). Western Europe also produces a large amount of the world’s certified timber. The 

range of the next color map value on the graph (0.1%-50%, Figure 16) makes it difficult to assess the 

number of certified forests in other parts of the world, but they are in general pretty scarce. 

  

Figure 16: Distribution of certified forest programs around the world in 2014 [60]. 
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The state of forest resources around the world is an important component of mass timber buildings. In 

fact, mass timber construction might not be a suitable construction system for every part of the world 

where sustainable timber is not available. In this case, the emissions associated with the transport of these 

resources or finished products made with sustainable timber need to be assessed. Also, the question of 

whether current forests can provide enough sustainably sourced lumber for the volume of construction 

needs has not really been answered yet, especially if only local forests are considered. This, of course, is 

highly dependent on the location, with its specific housing needs and forest resources. In general, the 

availability of sustainable timber is a future challenge that is good to keep in mind when considering mass 

timber construction as a mitigation solution for climate change. 

In this thesis, mass timber construction is assumed to be made out of sustainable wood. The question of 

the availability is out-of-scope. In this regard, however, sustainable timber is a valuable resource that is 

worthwhile to use to its maximal potential. 

2.2.2.2. Life-cycle of mass timber 

Timber tends to have a lower embodied carbon than other structural materials [61], if done right, and it is 

beneficial to deploy it in a situation where that makes sense. The biggest environmental benefit of timber 

construction is, however, not how little it pollutes but how much less it pollutes compared to other 

standard materials in use, due to the effect of substitution and the added carbon benefits linked to forest 

growth. Another effect that is often left out is the carbon sequestration in wood products, depending on 

the boundary of the life cycle analysis (Figure 17). In fact, if sequestration is taken of carbon is considered 

during the growth phase of the tree, the end of life scenario needs to considered as well. 

The substitution of materials with high emissions levels with wood has a beneficial effect as presented in 

[57], [58], [62], [63]. “The only significant stock change occurs when there is a change from concrete [or 

steel] construction to wood construction, […]”. [54]. In other words, the substitution of other construction 

materials for timber has a large beneficial impact. It is important to increase the building stock made out 

of timber, and not necessarily use more timber in timber buildings. For that matter, the market share of 

timber buildings needs to increase in order to increase the amount of sequestered carbon in the built 

environment. As long as a carbon tax on negative environmental externalities is fixed or subsidies for 

carbon benefits are granted, the market share of timber buildings can only increase if it is financially more 

competitive. 
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Figure 17: Life-cycle of wood products. CO2e is sequestered and released at different stages of the life-cycle of 

wood. Image by Architecture 2030 [1]. 

Carbon sequestration is another important carbon benefit of wood in buildings. It is first important to 

remember that this effect can only be considered in the long term if the end-of-life scenario is considered 

in the life cycle analysis. In fact, if the wood is burned without energy recovery, all the carbon stored in 

the material is released in the atmosphere. In an ideal end-of-life scenario, the thermal energy is recovered, 

and the gases are captured. Another good end-of-life scenario is the direct reuse of the structural element 

for other structures or the recycling of the elements into secondary products. In the short- to medium-

term, the carbon sequestration can be fairly considered in the life cycle assessment. In fact, given the rapid 

decrease of atmospheric carbon needed to limit global warming, any carbon sequestered in wood products 

in the next few decades is beneficial, if wood products are coming from sustainable sources and do not 

contribute to deforestation. 

In the context of structural optimization, timber’s carbon impact or embodied carbon coefficient (kg-

CO2e/kg) cannot be negative. In this case, the larger the amount of wood, the better for the environment 

but not necessarily true when considering the triple bottom line of sustainability (social, environmental 

and financial).  

In this thesis, no life cycle analysis will be performed. It is assumed that, in regions where sustainable 

timber is accessible and mass timber construction makes sense, it provides an efficient climate mitigation 

solution. 
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2.2.3. Cost of mass timber construction 

This subsection demonstrates that mass timber buildings tend to cost more than similar buildings built 

with other materials and that this cost increase can be traced back to the increased cost of the mass timber 

structures. Furthermore, the cost of the mass timber products that constitute most of the structural frame’s 

cost is directly linked to the amount of material that is used. In fact, due to the highly automatized 

manufacturing methods for engineered wood products, the main influence on their costs is the amount of 

material needed. In order to increase the market share of timber buildings, the price of mass timber 

projects should be reduced. This cost reduction can happen through the reduction of the volume of wood 

in timber buildings and engineered wood products. 

In the current market conditions, the cost of mass timber projects is known to be 5-15% more expensive. 

While this has been confirmed by discussions with numerous engineers, timber product manufacturers 

and developers in the field, it is generally hard to find fair data when it comes to cost comparisons. Given 

the recent development of mass timber construction and the unwillingness or resistance to sharing cost 

data, it is important to remember that some of the current studies that are available could be slightly biased, 

or represent only a small portion of built projects that are successful in certain ways. In fact, timber 

construction advocates [64] would want to hide this information while lobbies from other material groups 

could tailor case studies and data to reinforce this effect [65]. Furthermore, these market conditions (here 

mostly North America) could change quite rapidly with the implementation of new carbon taxes or 

subsidies or the wide adoption of the mass timber construction by large companies for example. They can 

also be different for different parts of the world. Finally, due to its early stage, in the United States of 

America especially, design and construction practices are still evolving and could drive a price reduction 

over time. Even with the currently expected increased cost, mass timber buildings are in trend for a small 

portion of new and modern constructions, usually associated with wealthier and environmentally 

conscious clients. This specific market, however, will not impact market shares at large and trends are 

subject to change. The following paragraphs review the available data on the cost of mass timber 

structures. Here, it is more important to understand where the cost of mass timber products originate and 

how it could be reduced rather than the absolute value of the difference with other materials. Finally, if 

the goal is to increase the competitivity of mass timber solutions for a greater adaptation for mid- to high-

rise constructions, any reduction in price is beneficial. 

There are a few studies available on the cost comparison between timber construction and alternative 

options. Studies performed on built projects are discussed here while studies led by lobby groups are 

omitted unless the project was built. A study of a building in Norway (2019) has shown that the mass 

timber option was about 4.6% more expensive than a similar steel construction. In this case study, the 

timber floor system (slabs) was about 30% more expensive than the steel alternative [66]. A study by the 

Forest & Wood products in Australia found that the timber building was about 7% more expensive. It is, 

however, unclear how the comparison was made and if the structure is composed of mass timber only 

since the details about the projects were not released publicly [67]. Another study for the Toronto area, in 

Canada, has shown that the additional cost of the mass timber option could be up to 14% when compared 

to a steel construction, with the increase in cost largely due to the mass timber structure [68]. In this 

project, the cost of the mass timber structure was about 30% of the total cost. A white paper by the Central 

City Association of Los Angeles [69] evaluated the potential to use mass timber for affordable housing in 

California. A side-by-side cost comparison revealed that a CLT superstructure, compared to steel or 

concrete systems, can be up to 37% more expensive for buildings with 3 to 5 stories. For buildings with 

10-20 stories, the structural costs can be up to 17% more expensive. The study recognizes that the costs 
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can vary depending on the context, building type, location, local approval processes and labor availability, 

as in every construction project. In the same paper, they also highlighted that the lower range of mass 

timber project costs could be competitive with other material systems. A case study on a CLT building in 

Montana, USA, revealed that the cost of the superstructure accounted for 41% of the total project cost 

[70]. 

Table 1: Contribution of slabs, beams and columns to total cost or weight of mass timber structures. 

Reference Slabs Beams Columns CLT shear wall 

 by weight by weight by weight by weight 

EllisDon [68] 75% 12% 13%  - 

Brock Commons [71] 89% 0% 11%  

 
by cost 

(%) 

by cost 

(%) 

by cost 

(%) 
 

Strobel et al. [72] 

(without curtain wall) 
~70% ~7% ~4% ~19% 

Simplified Average 80% 10% 10%  

 

The raw material, wood, in engineered wood products is the major cost contribution to the final product 

price. This fact is confirmed through a few studies that have been published recently. In the case of CLT, 

a study has shown that up to 50-77% of the cost of CLT panels goes back to the cost of the material [73], 

[74]. Another study has also shown that a variation of the lumber prices has the biggest influence on the 

final price of a CLT panel [75]. Finally, in discussion with manufacturers, it has been revealed that for 

the most advanced manufacturing plants, more than 90-95% of the final cost of a CLT panel is the raw 

material, wood. It is clear that this value can vary depending on the manufacturing efficiency of the 

specific manufacturer, the use of automation in the process and the availability of the different resources. 

In conclusion, in state-of-the-art facilities, the raw material is responsible for the large majority of the 

final product’s cost. That is, a reduction of the volume of wood needed in the product has a direct impact 

on the final cost of the product. 

A last important factor in the cost consideration is the use of sustainable timber. Generally, certified 

sustainable wood can have a cost premium of about 30% [76]. It is unclear from the studies shown above 

if sustainable wood was considered in the costs. Also, sustainable wood does not always have to be 

certified by a forest program to be considered sustainable but is a good confirmation of correct forest 

practices behind the production of the lumber. Another important factor affecting the cost of timber is the 

variability of its market value, influenced by current forest output and trends. In fact, lumber cost prices 

can have a large variation in price [77]. Furthermore, specific dimensional lumber sizes also vary in price 

with time [73]. These issues can be minimized if the manufacturer is vertically integrated, meaning they 

control the lumber production, the milling operation and the manufacturing of engineered wood elements 

(e.g. Nordic [78]). These aspects of the cost of mass timber elements are not considered in detail in this 

thesis. 

In summary, timber projects in North America can be up to 15% more expensive than projects made of 

other structural materials. In general, the cost of the structure can be around 30% of the total project cost 

[68]. For the structure itself, the majority of the cost is linked to the amount of the raw material, wood. 
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2.2.4. Missed opportunity 

The current state-of-the-art of mass timber structures is missing an opportunity to reduce the amount of 

structural material and, with it, the price of timber structures. The structural design of floor systems (cross-

laminated timber panels) and beams are known to overuse structural material by up to 66% (and 75% in 

some cases) [4] through the use of solid rectangular cross-sections. 

 

Figure 18: Missed opportunities in mass timber construction. Standard structures that resist forces in bending 

have high inefficiencies as a result of the constant and prismatic distribution of the material in section. The 

inefficiency in the longitudinal section and the cross-section account for each 33% in the case shown here, 

resulting in a total of 66% of material overuse. Illustration by Natalie Bellefleur. 

Structural elements with a constant rectangular cross-section have an inefficient placement of structural 

material both longitudinally and in section (Figure 18). Longitudinally and in the case of a uniformly 

distributed constant load, the force applied on the element result in a parabolic distribution of the bending 

moment and linear distribution of the shear force. The maximal bending moment is at the center (i.e. mid-

span) of the beam. At the supports, the value of the moment is equal to zero. The shear distribution, also, 

has a different intensity along the longitudinal section. It is maximal at the support and equal to zero at 

the center of the beam. This is resulting in 1/3 of the material not being used to its full potential. In the 

cross-section, the bending moment produces a linear distribution of the normal stresses on the section 

(Figure 18). Here again, one-third of the material is under-stressed or underutilized. The total 

inefficiencies in a standard element with constant cross-section under a uniformly distributed load are 

thus 66%. Similar inefficiencies are found in CLT panel used in one-way bending, as they can be 

assimilated as a series of wide and shallow beams. 

Standard engineering practice usually determines the entire cross-section from the value of the maximal 

bending moment. The alternative proposed in this thesis is to adapt the material distribution to the demand 

distribution in the element. This missed opportunity can be addressed with structural optimization. 
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2.3. Summary 

Mass timber construction is a relatively new material system in most parts of the world. It consists of 

using timber as a structural material in the form of engineered wood products. Engineered wood products 

can generally be understood as structural products composed of small timber elements assembled in a 

way to improve their performance (Section 2.2.1). This modern construction system utilizing timber as 

the main building material is generally accepted as a good climate mitigation solution when done right 

(Section 2.2.2). Current practices in mass timber lead to inefficient use of structural material (Section 

2.2.4). This overuse of material results in higher project costs when compared to other structural materials, 

hindering its widespread use as a building material and climate mitigation solution (Section 2.2.3). The 

inefficiencies in current design practices can be addressed by applying structural optimization and 

advanced manufacturing techniques to mass timber structures. 
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3. STATE-OF-THE-ART AND LITERATURE 

REVIEW 

3.1. Structural optimization for timber bending systems 

This section provides an overview of the state-the-art in advanced manufacturing of timber structures and 

reviews the existing research in the field of structural optimization and/or digital fabrication of timber 

structures. 

3.1.1. Structural optimization 

Structural optimization deals with the optimal placement of structural material to achieve a target 

performance under a set of design constraints. Usually, this involves the reduction of the structural volume 

under a strength constraint and a serviceability constraint. The strength constraint ensures that the element 

will resist the loads applied onto it, and the serviceability constraint ensures that the deflections or 

displacements induced by the loads are limited to an acceptable level, usually defined by the codes or the 

users. 
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3.1.1.1. Types of optimization 

There are three main types of structural optimization: topology, shape and size optimization. The topology 

of a structure is the arrangement or interrelation of parts of a shape. For example, a donut and a mug with 

a handle have the same topology since they are both shapes with one hole included within it (i.e. the donut 

hole and the handle hole). Topology optimization modifies the topology of an object to attain the objective 

formulated. The second type is shape optimization. In this case, the shape of an existing topology is 

modified to attain the goal of the optimization. Finally, the last type, size optimization, only allows the 

size of each element of a fixed topology and fixed shape to vary. The three types applied to a truss structure 

are shown in Figure 19. 

 

Figure 19: Three main families of optimization techniques: topology, shape and size optimization. [79].  

In this thesis, the research in Chapter 3 modifies the topology of CLT panels to reduce their structural 

weight. Sections 5 and 6 implement a shape optimization on timber beams and frames. The specific 

reviews of the literature in relation to these techniques are presented in separate chapters. 

3.1.1.2. General Problem definition 

The general definition of an optimization problem is characterized by three parts: objective, constraints, 

and variables. In the case of the thesis, the objective is to minimize the volume of material of structural 

elements, constrained by minimal strength and displacement requirement. The variables are defined more 

specifically in the chapters. This standard problem formulation in a mathematical form is given by: 

minimize  f(x) 

  

 h(x) ≤ 0 

subject to: g(x) = 0,  

 xi,min ≤ xi ≤ xi,max 

where f(x) is the objective function, g(x) is an equality constraint, h(x) is an inequality constraint, xi,min 

and xi,max are the bounds of the variable xi. 

Two main classes of algorithms can solve an optimization problem: heuristic algorithms and gradient-

based algorithms. In this thesis, both methods are used, and more details about the implementation of 

these methods are offered in the separate chapters. 
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In the thesis, the material volume saving or reduction is measured with both the volume fraction of the 

initial structural volume and the relative volume saving. The volume fraction is defined as the optimal 

volume over the initial volume and the volume saving is defined as the reduction of volume in percentage 

from the initial volume. 

3.1.2. When materials were expensive 

Structural optimization is rarely deployed in engineering practices [29]. The results of shaped or topology 

optimized structures often don’t justify the added cost of construction in the current context of developed 

economies. In the case of mass timber elements, this has resulted in the manufacture of relatively simple 

shape for structural elements, with low material efficiencies such as glue laminated timber beams and 

cross-laminated timber panels with solid sections. This has however not always been the case. 

During the early development of modern timber structures, as presented in [5], the efficient use of 

structural material was crucial given the market and forest conditions. The forest resources in Europe at 

that time were lacking large high-quality timbers. As a result, building materials were expensive and 

engineers had to use them wisely (Figure 1). 

The Laves beam (1842), for example, was made of two planks of wood, separated by smaller woodblocks. 

While it is unsure whether this design was used in many construction projects, it showcases the ingenuity 

forced by the material limitations. Other examples by Otto Hetzer (Figure 1 (bottom left)) also patented 

in 1900 a beam design that followed the distribution of the bending moment. One of his other idea (Figure 

1 (bottom right)) had a board made of a stronger type of wood inserted inside another beam to reinforce 

it (1903). 

Similar material efficient structural designs driven by high material cost and low labor cost contexts have 

been recognized for other important structural designers, such as Eladio Dieste (1917-2000) or Pier Luigi 

Nervi (1891-1979) [80]. 

The decrease in material prices and the increase in the price of labor force then changed the relation to 

material used in buildings. Standardized shapes with their associated manufacturing techniques were more 

economical to build as labor cost became more expensive. 

3.2. Advanced manufacturing and digital fabrication 

Digital fabrication connects the manufacturing ability of industrial machines with computers. Often called 

Computer Numerical Control (CNC), machines that are controlled by computers can translate digital 

instructions into a machine movement to produce physical artifacts based on lines of code. 

While some of the use of robotics in architecture is still at the research stage, the main technology to 

enable the customization of structural elements exists. 
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3.2.1. Digital manufacturing in timber 

3.2.1.1. State-of-the-art 

State-of-the-art timber manufacturers are equipped with highly automatized production lines. These 

production lines are often producing simple shapes, but that can be customized within the constraint of 

the machine, i.e. width or height of a beam for example (Figure 20). The end of lines often has a CNC 

milling machine that customizes the element for the final application. Together with Building Information 

Models, every piece of the structure can be customized. 

  

Figure 20: Manufacturing system for glue laminated timber beams with variable height. (left) Rotopress by 

Ledinek. (right) Flexipress by Ledinek [81]. 

The new capabilities offered by timber manufacturers offer a high degree of geometric freedom and mass-

customization. Figure 21 shows the recent building design by Shigeru Ban for the headquarters of Swatch 

in Switzerland (2019). Every piece of the grid shell construction is unique. The beam elements are 

prepared with holes for the connection, attachments, etc. off-site and then assembled directly to the target 

location on site, with a construction tolerance of 1/10th of a millimeter. 

Similarly, the new roof of the building for the Institute of Technology in Architecture of the Swiss 

Technical institute in Zurich is composed of unique wooden trusses. All the structural components were 

assembled and secured by structural nails by a CNC-machine (Figure 22). 
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Figure 21: New Swatch Headquarters, Switzerland (2019). The building is composed of 4600 timber beam 

elements. All the elements are different and appear only once in the building. They are prepared to 1/10th of a 

millimeter precision off-site. Architect: Shigeru Ban, Timber Manufacturer: Blumer Lehman. 

A product manufacturer in Europe (Figure 23) now offers a new manufacturing system for building 

components that can be fully customized named ‘Zerolabor’. The assembly sequence of the floor or panel 

elements requires no human intervention. 
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Figure 22: Sequential roof by Gramazio Kohler Research, ETH Zurich (2016). (left) Assembly of a roof truss by a 

CNC-bridge. The cutting, positing and nailing of the elements are done by the same CNC-machine. (right) View of 

the roof truss. [82] 

  

Figure 23: Zerolabor robotic system by Randek. Existing product to manufacture a highly customizable wall[83] . 

3.2.2. Manufacturing byproducts in timber 

The process of turning conical trees into wood boards or panels creates large volumes of by-products. As 

shown in the process diagram (Figure 6), most of the manufacturing step generates woody biomass. The 

sawmill especially generates large volumes of bark and sawdust biomass. In the manufacturing steps of 

glue laminated timber, the resawing or planing down to dimensions also creates additional by-products. 

There are two main strategies that the industry has to reuse the woody biomass generated as part of the 

different manufacturing steps: bio-energy or wood products. Wood products such as paper can be made 

from recycled wood fiber. Alternatively, energy can be produced from process by-products in the form of 

wood pellets products or directly be used in co-generation plants. Co-generation plants are energy plants 

usually situated close to the source of sawdust production. Most state-of-the-art manufacturing facilities 
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have co-generation plants to generate steam that is used to kiln-dry wood or produce electricity. The 

energy produced by biomass is usually considered carbon-neutral if the wood that was used comes from 

sustainably managed forests [84]. 

3.3. Research approach and opportunity 

In general, there is very little research taking advantage of structural optimization and digital fabrication 

to design more efficient but standard mass timber constructions. Mass timber construction for taller 

buildings has only started less than 10 years ago and the use of robotics in the field architecture and 

construction also started around 15 years ago at a research level [85]. However, research efforts in 

applying digital fabrication to mass timber construction are progressing rapidly with new research centers 

pushing the boundaries, such as the center for Future Timber Structures at the University of Queensland 

(Australia), the Digital Timber Construction [86] at the Technical University of Kaiserslautern 

(Germany), the Institute for Timber Construction IBOIS [87] (Switzerland), the woodland’s campus 

Hooke Park of the Architectural Association [88] (United Kingdom), the Institute for Computational 

Design and Construction (ICD) [89] and the Institute of Building Structures and Structural Design (ITKE) 

[90] at the University of Stuttgart (Germany), and the Tallwood Design Institute at Oregon State 

University, United States of America [91]. 

 

Figure 24: Wood Chip Barn, Hooke Park (2016), Architectural Association 
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Figure 25: Theater Lausanne Vidy (2017), IBOIS, EPFL [92]. 

 

Figure 26: Urbach Tower from curved CLT (2019), ICD 

and ITKE University of Stuttgart [93], [94]. 

 

Figure 27: Recycleshell, timber shell from CLT off-cuts 

(2019), Digital Timber Construction TU Kaiserlautern 

[86]. 

 

Figure 28: Plate house, a folded timber sandwich 

structure (2017), Folded Structures Lab, University of 

Queensland [95]. 

 

Figure 29: BUGA wood pavilion, segmented wood shell 

(2019), ICD and ITKE University of Stuttgart [96]. 
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Some of this research focuses on structural systems with high-material efficiencies, such as shell 

constructions and complex timber geometries [97]–[99] (Figure 24, Figure 25, Figure 26, Figure 27, 

Figure 28, Figure 29,). These applications offer exciting design opportunities for efficient structures. They 

will, however, be difficult to apply in the case of more standard buildings or mid-to high-rise 

constructions.  

In the case of standard buildings, two approaches are taken: one is to create new structural elements that 

have not been seen in practice yet. Another approach, the one taken in this thesis, is to apply structural 

optimization to existing structural systems or products.  

The first general approach is to develop new structural systems that are not based on existing approaches. 

Gamarro et al. [100], for example, are exploring the use of Laminated Veneer Lumber (LVL) for the 

fabrication of floor systems without the use of glue (Figure 30). These have the potential to dramatically 

increase the efficiency of floor systems. However, the joints between the different boards need to be 

carefully designed to minimize slip. Furthermore, the fire performance of this element will require the 

addition of a significant amount of wood on the top and bottom surface. In the same design strategy, Al-

Quaryouti et al. [95] designed and analyzed a foldable structure that utilized fiber composites to create a 

flexible hinge between the wooden boxes (Figure 31). These strategies result in lightweight structural 

design. They, however, require long machining time and result in a lot of pieces that need to be assembled. 

For this, the robotic assembly of elements can support the fabrication and assembly of these elements 

(Figure 30 right). Gramazio and Kohler Research [101] have developed techniques to assembled 

geometrically complex timber structures from discrete timber pieces. The robotic assisted assembly 

allows for greater geometrical complexity but still suffers from the complexity of the joints to activate the 

full structural capacity of the members [102]. A successful application in a demonstrator building (Figure 

32) was recently built in Switzerland. 

 

Figure 30: Wooden floor element made out of CNC-milled LVL panels that can be assembled by a robotic arm at 

IBOIS [100]. 

  

Figure 31: Deployable wooden beam made out of wood panel boxes, linked by fiber composites at Folded 

Structures Lab [95]. 
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Figure 32: Research on robotic spatial assemblies of timber elements by Gramazio and Kohler Research [103]. 

(top pictures) Spatial Timber assemblies (2018), (bottom pictures), Complex Timber Structures (2017). 

This is a promising research direction that creates new systems utilizing thin wood panels or small wood 

elements and can result in large material efficiencies. It can, however, represent a challenge to be adopted 

in practice due to the novelty of the approach, especially since timber buildings are still not widely 

implemented. 

The approach taken in this dissertation is to improve existing structural systems in order to benefit from 

existing manufacturing infrastructures. Due to the recent high investment by timber manufacturers in the 

U.S., the profession is slowly getting acquainted with this new and modern way of building timber 

constructions with cross-laminated timber and glue-laminated timber products. Codes changes are slowly 

happening to allows for higher timber construction using these engineered wood products. Furthermore, 

the research can use all the previous work from the general literature or research in the field. 

While there is research on the use of digital fabrication for timber structures, very little research has been 

done on the potential of using structural optimization for mass timber structures. The potential material 

savings offered by the missed opportunities in standard mass timber structures have not yet been explored. 

The following chapter presents work on the structural optimization of standard structural elements such 

as cross-laminated timber panels (Chapter 4) and glue-laminated timber beams (Chapter 5 and Chapter 

6). Chapter 6, more specifically, looks at the opportunity to combine structurally optimized timber beams 

into frame structures for greater efficiency. Each chapter reviews relevant research in the specific fields. 
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3.3.1. Summary of assumptions 

This last part of chapter 3 summarizes the assumption that will be made for the following sections, based 

on what has been described in this chapter and the previous chapter. 

→ In the part of the world where timber construction makes sense and sustainable wood resources 

are available, mass timber structures have a lower embodied carbon than other types of 

construction. This accounts for associated carbon benefits with increased forest health and carbon 

stored over the life-span of the building. The best case scenario in terms of carbon impact at the 

end-of-life of the timber elements is considered. 

→ Lower construction costs of timber structural systems will increase their implementation in the 

built environment. 

→ State-of-the-art in timber processing, manufacturing, and design is considered. The use of highly 

automatized manufacturing systems and high-production outputs implies that more than ~ 95% 

of the cost of engineered wood elements is the cost of the material, wood. A reduction of structural 

material volume results in a reduction of the structure’s cost. 
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4. HOLLOW CROSS-LAMINATED TIMBER 

PANELS 

The following section presents a methodology for the design and optimization of cross-laminated timber 

panels. 

4.1. Introduction 

In the United States, timber construction is gaining traction with the construction of mid-rise timber 

buildings (T3, Minneapolis (Minnesota), Michael Green Architects, 2016; Framework Building, Portland 

(Oregon), Lever Architecture, in planning). These new timber constructions (Figure 33) deploy recently 

democratized engineering wood products such as glue-laminated beams, cross-laminated timber panels, 

or nail-laminated timber, differentiating itself from more traditional light-wood-frame construction, due 

to their inherent fire resistance [104]. Cross-laminated timber (CLT) panels are surface elements made 

from layers of orthogonally bonded layers of dimensional lumber (standard sizes). Their improved 

dimensional stability due to the cross-layer buildup is particularly appreciated by the construction industry 

for its high potential of prefabrication, which speeds up construction on site. 
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Figure 33: Standard mass timber building with post and beam construction. The floor area is spanned with CLT 

panels in one direction. 

Moreover, standard CLT panels can be used as two-way slabs carrying loads in both directions owing to 

their cross lamination, and can also be used for walls. However, despite their clear advantages, the 

manufacturing of CLT panels could be made more efficient. A recent benchmarking study by the Beck 

Group [73] revealed that 52% of the manufacturing cost of cross-laminated timber panels is the raw 

material: wood. This figure can go up to 77% in other studies [74]. Discussions with state-of-the-art 

manufacturers with high output and high efficiency manufacturing facilities have revealed that this 

number can go above 90% or 95%. Moreover, most current projects use CLT in one-way systems, which 

do not take full advantage of the mechanical properties achieved through cross-layer construction. From 

a purely engineering perspective, the sandwich construction aims to create structural depth. However, 

only the outer layers are fully utilized for their structural capacity, while the center of the sandwich – the 

core – acts as a spacer for the outer layers. In advanced sandwich construction with other materials, the 

practice is to use a low-density, lower-strength material for the inner core and a high-strength, high-

stiffness material for the outer layer – the skin. The skin is usually made out of a very thin, expansive, but 

high-performance structural material, such as metal, carbon, or glass fiber. 

In the case of CLT panels, the manufacturing companies can use lower grade timbers for the inner layers 

and high-grade pieces for the outer layers and allow the outer layers to be thicker in order to maximize 

the utilization of the structural depth and the skin layer. While these strategies allow for some material 

and financial efficiencies, the final section of the sandwich remains a fully solid wood section, with its 

core being largely underutilized. 

This research aims to structurally optimize CLT panels by selectively removing the cross-layer of one-

way panels, which in theory does not contribute to the structural performance of the panels in many 

traditional applications (Figure 34). Based on structural intuition, partially removing the core of the panel 

should not substantially influence its stiffness and strength, which are mostly controlled by the outer 

layers. The partial removal of the core layer only implies a small modification that could be added to the 

current manufacturing process of CLT panels. 
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Furthermore, the development of advanced manufacturing techniques, such as robotic fabrication in 

architecture [105], could enable the mass-customization of structural elements for the building sector. 

With the option to customize every design, a parametric manufacturing process could be a direct physical 

translation of the computational models. Each element could be designed for its end application, taking 

into account the loading conditions, availability of materials and more. Coupled with structural 

optimization, advanced manufacturing techniques could help reduce the environmental footprint of the 

building sector. Even within more conventional manufacturing processes, the ability to customize material 

placement within a CLT panel could lead to savings in standardized systems, so that CLT panels for given 

spans and depths could have fixed amounts of material removed. 

The first part of this chapter (Section 4.2) presents the state-of-art and related research in the field of 

structural optimization and engineered timber products. The next part (Section 644.3) describes a 

methodology for modeling the structural behavior of cored sandwich panels. Two different approaches 

were taken to model the modification of the cross-layer. The first approach uses cellular material theory 

to model the core of the CLT panel. The second model is based on structural mechanics theory, since the 

network of wood longitudinal and cross layer can be modeled as a square honeycomb core of a sandwich 

panel. A methodology deploying the first model is then presented. 

 

Figure 34: Modified cross-laminated timber panels, the cross layer is selectively removed (in this case 50%) to 

reduce the material use and improve the stiffness to weight ratio. 

These methodologies are followed by a summary of the modeling, load testing and results. Final thoughts, 

considerations for future work and conclusions are discussed at the end of the chapter. 

4.2. Background and existing technologies 

The following section reviews the relevant literature and presents the state-of-the-art in the manufacturing 

of CLT panels. 

Many authors have demonstrated or discussed the material inefficiencies of current mass-timber products. 

Smith [106] titled his presentation “CLT or ‘Consumes a Lot of Timber’ at the WoodWorks conference 

in 2013. He showed that, structurally speaking, solid sections incur significant material wastage as they 

do not take full advantage of the material. Strobel [72] demonstrated that floor system using timber beams 
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and CLT floors are, in most cases, heavier than steel beams with concrete composite flooring, even in 

best-case scenarios. These inefficiencies are explained by the distribution of the material in section or the 

sectional shape factor [25]. In general, timber structures are considered as a lighter construction material. 

It is true that timber’s strength to weight ratio can higher or advantageous ratio when compared to other 

mainstream construction materials [107]. Its use in section, however, does not take full advantage of the 

material [108]. In fact, comparisons of timber and steel structural systems such as Strobel [18] have 

revealed this misconception. 

To cope with this issue, numerous authors have proposed alternative designs for mass timber panels. The 

first set of contributions is characterized by a drastic change in the panel buildup or manufacturing 

process. These timber floor systems often developed by companies are far more materially efficient than 

CLT designs, but are proprietary designs with very specific manufacturing techniques. For example, 

Lignatur AG [109] developed a timber box floor system with cavities that can be filled with acoustic or 

thermal insulation between the voids created by the longitudinal beams. The same structural strategy is 

used by different manufacturers (i.e. Kerto-Rippa® [110]) to increase the structural depth between the 

two outer layers made out of timber. The approach with a longitudinal beam between two plywood or 

solid wood layers has the advantage of being very lightweight, using the material efficiently, and 

producing voids that can be used for building systems. In this case, the timber elements are very thin and 

need to be protected with other measures against fire. This construction technique has the advantages of 

having a simple manufacturing method since all the elements are connected at 90-degree angles. Other 

authors have approached the design of the panel’s core differently. Authors (Kavermann [111] or 

Montgomery [112], for example) have proposed a corrugated core panel system. Here, the manufacturing 

challenge lies in the corrugation of a wood composite core. The geometrical core parameters (angle, 

thickness, density of corrugation) have a direct influence on the system’s performance. In most cases, the 

corrugated core panels only allow for one-way action.  Way et al. [113] propose an example of corrugation 

in two directions with a core made of Oriented Strand Board (OSB). However, this core design is rarely 

found in building components as the required structural moment of inertia requires deep corrugation. 

Currently, corrugated plywood cores have found applications in the furniture or packaging market [114], 

[115]. Kielsteg®  [116] revisited the idea of the corrugated core with a simpler corrugation design that 

achieves deeper panels. The slightly bent plywood core connects the top and bottom layer of the panel 

and can be manufactured with relative ease. The top and bottom layers are built out of dimensional lumber 

pieces that are thick enough to protect the core against fire. The system has been successfully used for 

spans up to 27 meters in a one-way system.  

The contributions presented above include mainly custom commercial systems that achieve high material 

efficiencies (Figure 35). These systems are usually standardized in different product categories (i.e. 

different structural depth) for ease of design. This standardization implies some light oversizing since the 

designer will always need to pick the next matching product above the minimal required performance. 

However, they often are designed for a specific application such as floor systems and are not as versatile 

as CLT panels. 
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Figure 35: Examples of cross-sections of floor systems for timber structures. a) corrugated core panel [111], b) 

and d) different box designs, with discontinuous skins [109] (b) or continuous top and bottom skins [110] (d), 

Kielsteg® floor system with a bent plywood core [116]. 

Another set of contributions has looked at designs similar to CLT with only minor changes in the 

manufacturing process. These have the potential to be plugged into the current manufacturing process. 

They offer a more materially efficient alternative to the standard CLT design but do not achieve the same 

efficiencies as the contributions presented above. Stanič et al. [117] proposed a CLT panel with timber 

ribs on one face of the panel. The addition of ribs to the design requires an additional manufacturing 

process but adds a lot of structural depth and maximizes the use of the wood fiber. Van Aken [118] studies 

a hollow cross-laminated timber panel, where two two-ply panels are spaced with longitudinal beams. 

Finally, a company in the United States has developed a mass plywood product as an alternative to CLT 

[119]. The product has a higher number of plies than CLT and offers more options for bi-directional load 

carrying capacity, as the layer buildup offers more combination possibilities. Furthermore, veneer 

production used for plywood is more efficient than standard lumber production. It achieves slightly higher 

fiber recovery efficiencies from logs, around 50% to 60% for veneer as compared to 40 to 50% for lumber 

[120]–[122]. Finally, the more even distribution of lumber defects in the panel contributes to higher 

resistance of the layers. 

Researchers are also developing alternative floor systems that slightly modifies the current CLT design 

like the few methods mentioned above. The ribbed CLT [117], for example, has the advantage of being 

only a small modification of the existing manufacturing process for CLT panels. This is important as 

much of the required capital investments and technical developments in CLT manufacturing happened in 

the last 30-40 years [123] and the industry would resist any major disruptions of the current system in 

place. Furthermore, many countries like Japan and the U.S. are now investing in CLT manufacturing to 

strengthen their forestry sectors and offer more options for sustainable building materials. With this kind 

of plug-in approach to existing processes, a small change in the design and fabrication becomes feasible. 

This existing research proposes a performance improvement of the widely used CLT panels. The 

modification of the manufacturing process has the potential to tap into the existing network of 

manufacturers. Finally, coupled with a parametric or bespoke approach of structural design, it can offer a 

materially efficient alternative to the current design of CLT panels. 
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Building on a similar philosophy to these types of approaches, this chapter contributes new analytical and 

experimental results to support slight modifications to current CLT technology in order to incur 

meaningful material savings. This specific approach of selective core removal has not previously been 

explored commercially or in the literature. The design philosophy and analytical engineering methods for 

this original approach are described in the next section. 

4.3. Methodology  

The selective reduction of the core layer of CLT panels is proposed. The partial modification of the core 

layers would require a small change in the current manufacturing process while enabling the 

customization of the element. The structural behavior of the proposal is based on simplified analytical 

models rather than finite element models to ensure fast computation times. Two different modeling 

approaches were necessary to confirm that the models deliver similar predictions of the behavior of the 

modified CLT panels. 

The two different models are used to describe the behavior of the hollowed panel. Based on the theory of 

sandwich panels and cellular solids materials theory [124], the first strategy models the core of the panel 

as a square honeycomb structure and the outer layer (the top and bottom ply of the panel) as a wood skin. 

The second model is based on the theory of structural mechanics—it describes the change in section 

properties with an updated moment of inertia. 

Timber structures are generally designed for the serviceability limits, meaning that the stiffness is the 

most important factor. For this reason, the influence of the core element removal on the stiffness is studied 

throughout the different models. In the context of this chapter, the term optimization refers to the 

improvement of the stiffness to weight ratio of CLT panels. A higher stiffness to weight ratio performance 

of the panel means that the material is used more efficiently for the desired goal. 

While it is assumed that the CLT panels are used in one-way bending only, the optimized panels will still 

require a cross-layer construction (i.e. positioning of wood fiber in two orthogonal directions) as done for 

standard CLT panels. 

4.3.1. Cellular solids model 

This modeling approach takes advantage of the existing theory of cellular solids [124] and newly applies 

it to CLT. The general theory of sandwich panels offers a set of analytical equations to optimize the 

structure of panels with known core and skin properties. These are usually used to design sandwich panels 

to a target stiffness – also called compliance – or to minimize the element’s weight. Sandwich panel theory 

separates the behavior of the core and the behavior of the panel’s skin. In this analogy, the core of the 

panel is represented as a rectangular honeycomb (Figure 36). 
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Figure 36: Cross-laminated timber panels analyzed as a sandwich panel with a core modeled as rectangular 

honeycomb solid and the outer wood layers as the sandwich panel’s skin. Shown here is the abstraction of the CLT 

panel (bottom) with cavities into a sandwich panel with rectangular honeycomb core (top). 

In order to model the behavior of the sandwich panel, the properties of the core and skin need to be known. 

Due to its honeycomb structure, the core’s properties differ from the behavior of the material it is made 

from. These properties in directions 1 and 2 (defined in Figure 36) are analogous to the in-plane properties 

(E1*, G12*) of a rectangular honeycomb. The in-plane properties of a rectangular honeycomb with 

dimensions a, b, t1 and t2 as defined in Figure 36 are derived in [125]. They can be used here with the 

material properties of wood. 

For rectangular honeycombs, the relative density is: 𝜌∗ 𝜌𝑠⁄ = (𝑎𝑡2 + 𝑏𝑡1) 𝑎𝑏⁄ . This is an approximation, 

which applies if a>>t1 and b>>t2. This assumption clearly does not hold for CLT, as this would result in 

relative densities that are greater than 1, which has no physical meaning. However, since b=2t2, the 

equation can be rewritten, resulting in the equation shown below. 

Relative density:    
𝜌𝑐

∗

𝜌𝑠
=

𝑎+2𝑡1

2𝑎
        (1) 

Young’s modulus:   𝐸1
∗ =

𝑡1

𝑎
𝐸𝑆,𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑙       (2) 

Shear modulus:    𝐺12
∗ =

𝑡1
3𝑡2

3
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𝐸𝑠,𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑟      (3) 

Weight:     𝑊 = 𝜌𝑐
∗𝑔𝑤𝑙𝑥𝑡2        (4) 

where w = width of the layer, l = span of the panel, ρ*
c = density of the panel and x = number of plies. 

The compliance of the CLT panel under three-point bending with central load P is then given by its 

bending and shear contribution [124]: 

𝛿

𝑃
=

𝑙3

𝐵1(𝐸𝐼)𝑒𝑞
+

𝑙

𝐵2(𝐴𝐺)𝑒𝑞
       (5) 

And then taking 

(𝐸𝐼)𝑒𝑞 =
𝐸𝑓𝑏𝑡𝑑2

2
        (6) 
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(𝐴𝐺)𝑒𝑞 = 𝑤𝑐𝐺12
∗        (7) 

the compliance can then be approximated as: 

𝛿

𝑃
=

2𝑙3

𝐵1𝐸𝑓𝑤
𝑡2
2

(𝑥𝑡2)2
+

𝑙

𝐵2𝑤𝑥𝑡2𝐺12
∗      (8) 

The set of presented equations (1) - (8) describes the structural behavior of a CLT panel modeled as a 

sandwich panel with a rectangular honeycomb core. The control parameter, here defined as the relative 

density of the core, modifies the panel’s performance and weight. 

4.3.2.  Structural mechanics model 

In this second model, the structural behavior of CLT panels is based on the US CLT Handbook [55] and 

on the design guide for CLT after the Eurocode 5 [126]. The stiffness of the panel is derived from a 

combination of the shear stiffness (mainly influenced by the cross layer) and the bending stiffness, which 

takes its biggest contribution from the longitudinal layers. The same model is used to derive the stiffness 

and strength of the modified panels (Figure 37 and equations (9)-(15)). 

Here, a new parameter - the relative density ρ*/ρs of the core, similarly defined as in the previous model 

- is introduced into the equation as a modifier of the contribution of each layer. In this case, only the cross 

layers (even layer numbers) get their relative densities modified. As an example, a relative density of 1.0 

corresponds to a standard CLT panel with complete cross-layers. A relative density of 0.5 would mean 

that every other element of the cross-layers is removed.  

 

Figure 37: Parameter for the structural mechanics model 

For simplification of the notation of the following equations, we have: 
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Effective bending stiffness:   𝐸𝐼𝑒𝑓𝑓 = ∑ (𝜌∗
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Effective shear stiffness:    𝐴𝑒𝑓𝑓 =
𝑎2

⌈(
ℎ1

2𝐺1𝑏1
)+(∑

ℎ𝑖
𝐺𝑖𝑏𝑖

𝑛−1
𝑖=2 (

𝜌∗

𝜌𝑠
)

𝑖
)+(

ℎ𝑛
2𝐺𝑛𝑏𝑛

)⌉
    (11) 

Apparent bending stiffness:   𝐼𝑎𝑝𝑝 =
𝐸𝐼𝑒𝑓𝑓

1+
𝐾𝑠𝐸𝐼𝑒𝑓𝑓

𝐺𝐴𝑒𝑓𝑓𝐿2 
       (12) 
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Bending strength:     𝐹𝑏𝑆𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 𝐹𝑏

2𝐸𝐼𝑒𝑓𝑓

𝐸1ℎ
      (13) 

Shear strength:     𝐹𝑠 (
𝐼𝑏

𝑄𝑒𝑓𝑓
) = (𝜌∗

𝜌𝑠
) 𝐹𝑠

𝐸𝐼𝑒𝑓𝑓

∑ 𝐸𝑖ℎ𝑖𝑧𝑖(
𝜌∗

𝜌𝑠
)

𝑖

𝑛
2
𝑖=1

     (14) 

Normalized weight:    𝑤 =

(
(#ply−1)(

𝜌∗

𝜌𝑠
)

2
+

#ply+1

2
)

#ply
      (15) 

Where bi = width of the layer, Ei = stiffness of the layer, hi = thickness of the layer, zi = distance from the 

neutral axis to the center of the layer, Ai = area of the layer, a = distance between the center of the two 

extreme layers, Gi = rolling shear stiffness of the layer, Ks = constant representing the loading and fixities 

conditions (14.4 in the case of simply supported beam), Fb = allowable bending stress, E1 = stiffness 

parallel to the grain and FS = allowable rolling shear stress. 

4.3.3. Physical load testing 

To confirm the prediction of the two analytical models, three control panels and three test panels with 

cavities are load-tested for failure load and stiffness.  

 

Figure 38: Load test setup. The six specimens are tested in three-point bending. The panels have a cross-section of 

30mm (height) by 60mm (width) and are loaded at mid-span. The distance between the supports is 1.1m. 

The loading is controlled by the displacement of the manual actuator. The displacement at the center of 

the span, under the load application location, is measured on the bottom surface with a Linear Variable 

Differential Transformer (LVDT) (see Figure 38). 

The tested panels are scaled-down versions of existing industrial North American 5-ply CLT panels 

(Nordic Structures [127], 175-5s).  The modified panels have a relative density of the core layers equal to 

0.5, so that every other piece is removed. The specimens were loaded in three-point bending for a span of 

1.1m and have a cross-section of 30mm width by 60mm height. Each layer has a height of 6mm. The 

panels were fabricated by the author with 38.1mm by 140mm boards of Select Structural grade Douglas 
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Fir-Larch, the highest visual structural grade with characteristic material properties published by the 

National Design Specification [128]. However, the material characteristics cannot be used directly to 

predict the strength of the scaled down panels because of the scale of the wood elements (6mm by 12mm). 

Since the load testing aims to compare changes in structural stiffness between two panels, the material 

properties for this scale were not characterized for the scope of this chapter. Testing the wood specimen 

of this size does involve scale effects. They are however not taken into account since the test compares 

the relative performance between the two designs made out of the same material and at the same scale. 

The lumber boards were cut into thin lamella of rectangular cross-sections of 6 by 12mm on a band saw 

and then on a table saw (Figure 39). Each layer of the fabricated panels was first edge-glued to produce 

one longitudinal layer of the sandwich panel. Then, the layers were individually glued together with small 

wooden elements of the cross layer (Figure 40). In the case of the panel with cavities, a plywood jig was 

cut on the CNC-router mill for accurate positioning of the crosspieces Figure 41). Once the assemblies of 

one cross-layer and longitudinal layer were produced (Figure 42), they were stacked and glued together 

to form 5-layer panels. A wood glue, Titebond III [129], was used for the lamination of the panels. This 

glue has the longer working time needed for the accurate positioning of layers during assembly. Finally, 

the panels were trimmed down to their final size on the table saw. 
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Figure 39: Thin longitudinal wood sections cut on the 

table saw. 

 

Figure 40: Wood pieces used for the cross-layer. 

 

Figure 41: Assembly of the cross layer on the CNC-

milled jig for the accurate position of the crosspieces. 

 

Figure 42: Assembly of one cross layer and one 

longitudinal layer before the final assembly. 

4.3.4. Layout optimization 

This section presents the results of the layout optimization for the CLT panel build-up. Currently, most 

CLT panels are built with constant layer heights. Using the models developed in this chapter, a layout 

optimization of the CLT panel was performed. The goal is to minimize the material used by varying the 

core layer densities as well as the thickness of each of the layers while keeping the stiffness of the panel 

to a target stiffness. The results due to the introduction of the cavities only, without the variable layer 

thicknesses, are presented in the results section of the individual models. 

The problem is defined with a symmetry axis about the neutral axis of the section to reduce the number 

of variables. In the context of this chapter, the optimization is performed for a 5-ply panel, as it is the 

panel used most for standard applications (spans between 4 and 6.5m for a variety of common building 

loads [127]). The total depth of the optimized panel was kept the same as the initial standard panel. In the 
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case of a 5-ply panel, three design variables are required for the layer thicknesses and one design variable 

for the relative densities of the cross-layers. 

The volume minimization problem is subject to the following constraint (equations (16)-(20)): 

𝛼 ∗ 𝐸𝐼𝑎𝑝𝑝,𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 ≤ 𝐸𝐼𝑎𝑝𝑝        (16) 

𝐿 ≤ 𝐿𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡 =
1

12.05

𝐸𝐼0.293

𝜌𝐴0.122       (17) 

ℎ1 ≥ 𝑑𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑒        (18) 

𝑉𝑟𝑑 ≥
1

2

48𝐸𝐼𝑎𝑝𝑝

360𝐿2         (19) 

ℎ1 + 2ℎ2 + 2ℎ3 ≤  ℎ𝑚𝑎𝑥       (20) 

where EIapp is the apparent bending stiffness of the panel as defined in Equation (12), α a modifier for the 

target stiffness, Lcrit the critical span at which vibration problem starts to appear, dfire the minimal required 

thickness for fire resistance using a charring method, Vrd the shear resistance, L the span of the panel and 

hmax the total height of the panel.  

The geometrical variables are bounded such that the height of individual layers varies between 12.7mm 

and 152mm and the relative density of the cross-layers varies between 0.2 and 1. 

The parameter α defines the constraint on the target stiffness. A value of 1.0 would require the stiffness 

of the initial standard panel to be the same as the resulting material efficient solution. Setting this 

parameter to a value lower than 1.0 gives the solver more opportunities to find a solution with high 

material savings.  

A simplified procedure is used for the control of vibrations and fire safety. The vibration limit is compared 

to a critical span, as defined in [55] by the stiffness, the mass of the panels, and a structural system 

parameter. For fire safety, a simplified char design is used. In this case, the depth of the outer layers has 

to be larger than the required char depth, which is set as a constraint. In this case, the minimum depth for 

the fire resistance dfire was set to 30mm. The shear resistance of the panel is set so that it has to be larger 

than the load that produces the maximal displacement allowed. The initial layer thickness was set to 

35mm.  

The optimization was solved using fmincon in MATLAB [130].  

The material properties for the layout optimization are standard and taken from the example in the US 

CLT handbook [55], given in Table 2. 
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Table 2: Material properties for the numerical application. 

Major strength axis 

parallel to the grain 

 Minor strength axis 

perpendicular to the grain 

 

Bending strength, Fb,0 13.4 N/mm2 Bending strength, Fb,90 3.44 N/mm2 

Modulus of elasticity, E0 11,700 N/mm2 Modulus of elasticity, E90 8,273 N/mm2 

Tensile strength, Ft,0 9.48 N/mm2   

Compression strength, Fc,0 12.4 N/mm2   

Shear strength, Fv,0 0.93 N/mm2   

Rolling shear strength, Fs,0 0.31 N/mm2   

4.4. Results 

The following section presents the results of the two models and a comparison of their behavior. Next, 

the result of the physical load tests on three standard panels and three modified panel designs are shown. 

Finally, the results of the structural mechanics model are presented. 

4.4.1. Sandwich panel with rectangular honeycomb model 

The influence of the relative density of the cross-layer was explored for values between 0 and 1. As 

described previously, 1 represents a non-modified cross-layer, 0.5 represents the removal of every other 

element of the cross-layer. The results are shown for 3-, 5-, 7-, 9-, and 11-ply CLT panels. 

The graph in Figure 43 plots the relative density of the cross-layer against the change in stiffness. 

Globally, a reduction of the relative density of the cross-layer reduces the stiffness of the panel. The 

change of stiffness has two main regions, with two different slopes. The first region, for relative densities 

between 0.5 and 1, has a flatter slope than the region between relative densities between 0 to 0.5. This 

change displays the growing influence of the shear deformation caused by the removal of the cross-layer. 

When combined with the reduction in weight due to the removal of the cross-layer, the stiffness-to-weight 

ratio in relation to the change of the relative density of the cross-layer can be plotted, as shown in Figure 

44. Here, the graph also has two distinct regions, with different slopes. In this case, however, the slopes 

have opposite signs. The optimal value for this metric lies below 1. In other words, the CLT panels have 

a better stiffness-to-weight ratio when some of the cross-layer elements are removed. The optimal values 

for the cross-layer densities are presented in Table 3. 
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Figure 43 Stiffness against the relative density of the cross-layer based on the rectangular honeycomb model. 

 

 

Figure 44 Stiffness to weight ratio against the relative density of the cross-layer based on the rectangular 

honeycomb model. 

 

Table 3: Optimal relative densities for different panel compositions, rectangular honeycomb panel model. 

3-ply 5-ply 7-ply 9-ply 11-ply 

0.44 0.53 0.58 0.63 0.70 
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4.4.2. Results – Structural mechanics model 

The same results are presented for the second model based on structural mechanics. Here again, the 

stiffness-to-weight ratio is graphed in Figure 45. The change of the relative density of the core displays 

the same influence on the behavior of the panel. While removing some of the core elements reduces the 

stiffness of the panel, the rate of reduction in weight is greater for the relative densities for values between 

about 0,5 and 1. The optimal values for the highest stiffness to weight ratio are shown in Table 4. 

 

Figure 45: Stiffness to weight ratio as a function of the relative density of the cross-layer. 

 

Figure 46: Critical force design for different compositions of a 5-ply panel as a function of the relative density. 

The panel is limited by the deflection limit. 

While the shear strength decreases with the reduction of the core, it can be shown that the deflection will 

always be the governing criteria in CLT design. Figure 46 plots the force that corresponds to the limiting 
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criteria for every relative density of the core. The curve for the displacement limit (here defined as L/360) 

is always located below the shear criteria (V) and the bending resistance (M). That means that even if the 

shear resistance is reduced when the core layer is gradually removed, the shear resistance of the panel will 

not govern the design. The deflection limit will be the limiting criteria for the design. It is for this exact 

reason that the optimization in the next section focuses on the stiffness to weight ratio rather than the 

strength of the panel. Results for different CLT thicknesses and plies show a similar outcome. 

Table 4: Optimal relative densities for different panel compositions, structural mechanics model. 

3-ply 5-ply 7-ply 9-ply 11-ply 

0.34 0.41 0.49 0.58 0.68 

 

The other mechanical properties of the panel vary as expected from the equations defined earlier. The 

bending strength of the panel stays almost constant throughout the variation of the relative density, and 

the shear strength varies linearly with the relative density. 

4.4.3. Comparison between models 

It is apparent that the two models give results that generally agree. Both models predict an optimal 

stiffness-to-weight ratio for a relative core density of the cross-layer of less than 1. The models also predict 

two different regions: a plateau (around the optimal relative density of the core), followed by a sharp drop. 

Beyond a basic agreement of the trends, however, the predictions of the optimum relative density of the 

core layers are different, with the structural mechanics model showing a peak at 0.41 while the cellular 

solids model gives a peak at 0.53 for the 5-ply panel. Yet, the optimal solutions are in a relatively flat part 

of the graphs (between 0.4 and 0.6). To compare the results of the two models, the predictions for the 

stiffness to weight ratio are plotted together in Figure 47. For clarity, only the results for the 5-ply CLTs 

will be discussed, since the results show the same trend across the range of 3- to 11-ply included in each 

model. 
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Figure 47: Comparison of the results for the stiffness-to-weight ratio as a function of the relative density of the 

cross-layer from the two models for 5-ply CLT panels. 

A key limitation of the cellular solids model is the definition of the vertical cell wall elasticity of the 

rectangular honeycomb core. In the honeycomb model, the vertical cell walls are deformed in bending. In 

CLT panels, the cross-layer is mainly deformed in rolling shear. This was only partly captured by defining 

the cell walls with different moduli of elasticity. Additionally, the theory of cellular solids assumes a small 

cell size relative to the size of the honeycomb, which is not true in this case. The honeycomb core of the 

CLT panel model is only a few cells high. While both models align qualitatively, the structural mechanics 

model is judged to be more accurate, and thus forms the basis for the following sections of this chapter. 

This model is also more commonly used in the design of CLT panels since the equations are derived from 

the U.S. CLT handbook [55]. 

4.4.4. Physical load testing 

The physical load testing results are provided in Figure 48. These results show that the reduction of 

stiffness and weight are comparable to the ones predicted by the models for the one case considered. Two 

types of 5-ply panels were tested: a standard CLT panel and an optimized panel with a core density of the 

cross layers of 0.5. Three specimens of each type were load tested to failure.  
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Figure 48: Test results for the six specimens. The black solid lines show the load test data of the standard panel 

(‘FULL’). The blue dotted lines show the results for the optimized panels (‘OPTI’).  

The optimized panels are 21.8 % lighter than the standard panels for an 8.1% reduction of stiffness. Two 

outliers were not considered: one of the optimized panels failed at a lower load, and one of the standard 

panels was much stiffer than the two others. All the numerical values for stiffness, weight, and failure 

load are shown in Table 5 and Table 6. However, the optimized panels also have a load capacity of 31.2% 

lower. The standard and optimized panels also displayed different failure modes—the standard panels 

experienced a face rupture of the wood on the tension side of the panels, and the optimized panels failed 

by delamination, a rupture of the bond at the cross-layer interface, as expected from a shear failure. 

Table 5: Weight averages of the specimen tested. 

Panel FULLs OPTIs Reduction 

Weight [gr] 3724 2910 21.8% 

    

Table 6: Results of the load tests. Failure force (N) and vertical stiffness (N/mm) measured at mid-span. 

Panel FULL1 FULL2 FULL3 Average 

(Average without outlier) 

OPTI1 OPTI2 OPTI3 Average Reduction 

Failure load  

[N] 
2440 2290 2779 2503 2032 2018 1115 1712 31.2% 

(2440) (2290) (x) (2365) (2032) (2018) (x) (2025) (16.8%) 

Vertical 

Stiffness 

[N/mm]  

(measured 

between 100 

N and 500 N) 

50 48.6 57.2 51.9 46 45.2 42.5 44.6 14.2 % 

(50) (48.6) (x) (49.3) (46) (45.2) (x) (45.6) (8.1%) 
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Figure 49: Analysis of load tested panels. (top images) failure of panel OPTI1. (bottom left) failure of OPTI2. 

(bottom right) failure of OPTI3. ‘1’ shows the failure of a cross element with good glue bonding. ‘2’ and ‘3’ show 

zones where the glue did not adhere to the wood, as the rupture did not leave any wood fibers behind. 

The poor glue bonding between the layers due to an uneven contact surface can explain the early 

delamination failure of one of the optimized panels (‘OPTI3’, failure at 1115 N). It can be seen in Figure 

49 that the layers were not entirely planed down to the same height. This imperfection prevented the layers 

from fully bonding. 

Figure 49 shows the failure of the three optimized panels. Each failed by delamination. It is important to 

notice that for most of them, signs of bad bond or contact surface for the glue are visible. When the bond 

was sufficient, the glue was stronger than the wood itself, as can be seen in box 1 of Figure 49. The three 

standard panels experienced a face rupture on the tension side of the panel due to bending (Figure 50). 

1 

2 

3 
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Figure 50: Tension rupture on the face of the standard panels 

The effect of the poor glue bond was especially obvious when the cross-layer showed no sign of wood 

rupture but only had a negative influence on one of the optimized panels. The poor glue bond was not as 

critical for the standard panels due to the redundancy of the cross layer. Nevertheless, these tests make it 

clear that if optimized CLT panels are to be effective in building applications, they must be carefully 

constructed to ensure failure is controlled by the material properties rather than issues of quality. It is 

assumed that the manufactured quality of prefabricated panels could be considerably higher than 

prototypes developed by the authors. 

Following the analysis and load testing of the behavior of CLT panels with core variable density, the 

model is taken a step further and is used to run a layout optimization of CLT panels.  

4.4.5. Layout Optimization 

This last section of the results presents the material saving opportunities from the layout optimization of 

5-ply CLT panels for a range of different spans. Here, the thickness of all the individual layers is allowed 

to vary. The cross-layers are also assigned a relative density parameter.  In all the cases, the standard 

section, defined as the initial condition, sets the target stiffness. Here, the 5-ply panel has a total structural 

depth of 175mm with three longitudinal layers and two cross-layers. The parameter α was set to 99%, the 

bounds for the layer thicknesses for h1, h2 and h3 were 12,7mm ≤ h ≤ 152,4mm and the bounds of the 

relative density of the cross layer (h2) were 0,2 ≤ ρ* ≤ 1,0. 

 

Figure 51: Result of the layout optimization for cross-laminated timber with equivalent stiffness. For the same 

structural depth and stiffness, the panel layout on the right is 18% lighter. 
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The layer thicknesses of the optimal panel are h1 = 51.2 mm, h2 = 29.7 mm, h3 = 12.7 mm, with a relative 

density of ρ* = 0.47. Figure 51 shows the new panel layout that achieves the same stiffness but is 18% 

less material-intensive than the standard CLT panel without cavities and layers of equal heights. 

The same optimization with a starting parameter α=90% results in an optimal panel where h1 = 44.1 mm, 

h2 = 36.8 mm, h3 = 12.7 mm, with a relative density of ρ* = 0.42. The material savings for this CLT panel 

configuration are 25% for a 10% trade-off on the stiffness of the panel. 

The same model can be run for a variety of target stiffness. When the value of α is set to lower values, the 

final panel stiffness will decrease. If larger displacements are acceptable, or the panel chosen for the 

application is stiffer than necessary, larger material savings can be achieved. 

The result of the layout optimization addresses the stiffness reduction resulting from the introduction of 

cavities. While this adds some complexity to the manufacturing process, a panel with a similar total height, 

same stiffness, and reduced weight can be found. 

4.4.6. Conclusions and future work 

This research demonstrates that a slight modification of the design of a standard CLT panel can reduce its 

material consumption by 18% without loss of performance in the case of a 5-ply CLT panel. In cases 

where performance trade-offs are acceptable, more material savings can be achieved. The addition of 

cavities in CLT panels and a change of the layer thicknesses enables the improvement of the performance. 

The two new parametric models proposed in this chapter details the relationship between the material 

savings and the stiffness variation due to the modifications. The models can be used to find more efficient 

CLT panel designs for floor systems of ubiquitous timber buildings. 

As shown in the first part of the chapter, material cost in CLT manufacturing can be responsible for up to 

90-95% of the total cost, which translates to a cost reduction of about 17% without any changes in the 

structural quality of the products. Furthermore, the reduction of the weight of the floor system will have 

positive repercussions on the design of columns and foundations. 

In the future, full-scale prototypes are required to verify both the constructability of the optimized layout 

and their structural performance. For this, a wider range of relative densities of the cross-layers should be 

tested to confirm the models with the fabrication tolerance of large-scale panels. Both the structural 

mechanics model and the square honeycomb model can be used for the design of full-scale panels. 

Furthermore, the implication of the cavities on the fire resistance of a fully assembled floor will need to 

be experimentally assessed. 

The manufacturing process of the panel should be developed in a way that could easily be adopted by 

current CLT manufacturers. Indeed, if only a modification in the manufacturing of CLT panels is 

sufficient, it is more likely to be adopted by existing manufacturers. While removing elements in the 

cross-layers seems straightforward, challenges such as the exact placement of the voids and cross-layers 

or adequate distribution of the pressure in the press through the modified layers will need to be addressed. 

Building CLT panels with layers of different heights, as proposed in Section 4.4.5, will also require a 

small modification of the supply chain for manufacturers and the management of the lumber stocks. In 

fact, CLT panels are manufactured from widely available dimensional lumber. This change would be 

easier to adopt for a vertically integrated manufacturer that has greater control over the milling process 
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and pricing or would require custom milled lumber. Some manufacturers, however, already have control 

over the forest supply, manufacture panels with different layer heights, and even the capability to remove 

some of the internal layers. 

In this research, the panels were considered as a one-way slab. For this reason, the cross-layers minimally 

contribute to the stiffness and strength in the principal direction. The load-carrying capacity in the other 

direction is strongly reduced. However, CLT panels are often used as one-way slabs due to the difficulty 

of creating an efficient connection in the second direction to fully activate the weak axis load-carrying 

capacity. The modification proposed in this chapter offers the opportunity to use the created cavities for 

a different purpose. The cross-layer voids could be used to run building services or to introduce post-

tensioning elements in the cross direction. Together with a concrete topping slab, a post-tensioning system 

in the cross-layers could create an efficient two-way system, reduce the risk of vibration, and increase the 

thermal mass of the floor (Figure 52). 

 

Figure 52: Possible coupling of the optimized CLT panels with concrete topping and post-tensioning elements. 

Further improvements could also be added to the models proposed. Here, the layers are modified with 

constant relative density parameters over the whole length of the element. If the modification of the cross-

layers was able to adapt to the moment and shear distributions, greater material savings could arise. A 

longitudinal discretization of the model, considering the external loads and a varying relative density 

along the length of the panel would make this possible. Another technique like topology optimization 

could be used to find the distribution of the cross-layers based on the loading conditions. In this case, the 

CLT panel could be modeled as a multi-layer truss with diagonals representing the anisotropic behavior 

of the cross-layers. While this would further improve the performance of the panel, it would also require 

the manufacturing process to be more versatile. 

Digital fabrication can be implemented to enable a larger mass-customization of the panels for each 

specific application. However, manufacturers would have to find a reasonable balance between the 

advantages of standardized products and customized panels. Standardized products may be more flexible 

in their application and may simplify the management of stock and production, but, as demonstrated in 

this chapter, they can also be materially inefficient. 
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5. SHAPING TIMBER BEAMS 

The following chapter presents a shape optimization methodology of glue laminated timber beams, an 

important component of mass timber buildings. 

5.1. Introduction 

Of all types of structural elements, bending systems are the ones with the greatest material saving potential 

when compared to elements in compression or tension [4], or in other words, with the most waste in their 

conventional use. These are also the structural systems in use in most high-rise constructions. For 

example, the average number of floors in Manhattan (New York City) in 2014 was 18.7 [131], meaning 

that every building has more than 18 times its ground area as floor system area. Interestingly, the reduction 

of structural weight on every floor has positive repercussions on the rest of the structural system such as 

the lateral force resisting system, columns, and foundations. 

In the case of mass timber structures more specifically, most spanning structures are achieved with beams 

of constant prismatic sections. On a high-level, these beam elements underutilize 66% of structural 

materials [4]. While timber engineered products offer larger section options, more dimensionally stable 

elements, more reliable and higher mechanical properties than solid sawn lumber [5], the standard cross-

section in use, in general, has not evolved much (Figure 53). This distribution of material is based on the 

way glue-laminated timber sections are manufactured, by gluing small pieces of dimensional lumber in a 

press. 
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Figure 53: Material saving opportunities for solid timber construction. (a) Comparison of a standard section in 

timber construction and standard section in steel construction. (b) Moment distribution and resistance distribution 

in a simply supported beam. 

Two simple shaping operations can increase an element’s performance: a change in section and a variation 

of the section along the length of the element (Figure 53). Compared to a wide flange steel profile 

(standard section for steel construction) the material distribution in a timber cross-section (sectional shape 

factor [132]) is less efficient (Figure 53 (a)). Indeed, to maximize the sectional inertia, the structural 

material should be placed as far from the neutral axis as possible. In the longitudinal direction, the cross-

section could also vary accordingly to match the resistance to the demand, since the bending moment and 

shear distribution in a structural element are not constant along its length (Figure 53 (b)). 

Modern manufacturing techniques and structural optimization have the potential to address the apparent 

material inefficiencies in mass timber buildings. The increasing use of robotic technologies in 

construction opens up new possibilities to build complex shapes simply and offers a path towards the 

mass-customization of standard structural elements. With this, every single element in a standard building 

could theoretically be designed for its final use. While some authors have successfully implemented 

similar ideas for the design of concrete structures [133]–[136], little has been done for standard timber 

construction.  A few high-end projects have been able to use these ideas [137], but in order to impact 

positively the field of construction, these elements need to be used in the construction of standard 

buildings. But for this, the potential material savings needs to be balanced with their manufacturing cost 

generated by the increased geometrical complexity. 

This chapter investigates how beam shaping can contribute to structural material savings in timber 

construction. Section 5.2 reviews the relevant academic literature and built work in the field of structural 

shaping and optimization. The specific contributions for shaped timber structures are discussed and 

referenced for the development of the methodology presented in this chapter. The details related to the 

application for timber beams specifically are developed here. Section 5.3 describes the hybrid 

computational optimization process based on analytical mechanics and computational geometry. Next, a 

case study implements the shape optimization of timber beams and presents the potential saving that can 

be achieved for a range of span and beam configurations (Section 5.4). The fabrication methods for these 

elements balance the advantage of structural material reduction and sawdust production (Section 5.5), 

before concluding and summarizing the chapter (Section 5.7 and 5.8). 
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5.2. Background and literature review 

The idea of shaping structural elements in order to reduce the material quantities for a given performance 

objective goes back to the contribution of Galileo Galilei in 1638 [9]. Back then, Galileo investigated an 

analytical solution for the optimal shape of a cantilever beam under a point load. Today, new 

computational optimization methods have pushed the boundaries of applications, removing the 

geometrical limitations of analytical solutions. This section reviews the relevant contributions in the field 

of structural and shape optimization. 

5.2.1. Analytical shaping 

In his book Two New Sciences, Galilei shows that for a cantilever wooden beam supporting a stone at its 

end, the height of the element would be proportional to the square root of the bending moment (Figure 

2(a)-(b)). This would theoretically result in constant stress at the extreme fiber along the top and bottom 

edge. His work did however not consider the contribution of the shear stress nor the specific mechanics 

of the material, wood. In 1773, Lagrange started a similar problem for the optimal shape of a column 

subjected to buckling known as ‘the Lagrange Problem’. In 1851, Clausen [138] was the first to find a 

valid solution to this mathematically challenging problem. Their contributions have formed the basis of 

the analytical problems known as the optimal shape of rods and ‘the Lagrange problem’ that deals with 

the optimization of structural elements or material configuration. 

 

   

a b c d 

Figure 54: Shaping beam elements. a, b: Galileo’s study on the shape of a cantilever beam, c: simply supported 

beam optimized for weight, P. Samyn [139], d: topology optimization of a cantilever with a point load at the tip 

[140]. 

More generally, these analytical problems seek the design of optimal structures [141]. Michell [142], 

Rozvany [143], Prager and Shield [144], and Hafkta and Gürdal [145], Samyn [139] (Figure 54 c)) have 

looked at similar problems and also expanded the range of applications. These were particularly 

appreciated because closed-form analytical solutions are preferable to numerical ones since the latter often 

obscure intrinsic features of the solution’ [146]. In other words, analytical solutions, once found, can be 

very powerful tools to quickly produce new solutions to complex problems when expressed in closed 

form or can be used to produce charts for parametric designs. 
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The drawbacks of analytical solutions for structural problems are, however, limiting. First, the solutions 

to these problems are hard to find. Indeed, solutions to the Lagrange Problem, for example, have long 

been and still are a challenging research problem [147]. Furthermore, a solution usually solves only a very 

specific load case or given structural configuration. Also, the geometry of the solution has to be described 

mathematically, limiting the range of possible solutions. While this can be partly resolved with piecewise 

functions, it only makes the solution more difficult to find. Furthermore, the consideration of only one 

load case for the optimization can lead, for example, to singularities or zero thickness zones [9]. Finally, 

it is known that the actual stress state in a shaped element is different from a beam with a constant cross-

section (assumption of the Euler-Bernoulli beam model) [148]. Hence, the results of closed-form 

analytical solutions, based on the Euler-Bernoulli beam model, are correct regarding the assumptions 

made but are mechanically incorrect. 

The limitations of the analytical methods can partly be solved with modern numerical analysis software, 

where the stress state can be computed for the final geometry and the material’s constitutive model. 

5.2.2. Numerical shaping 

Numerical methods along increasing computational power enable the design of optimal structural shapes 

for more complex cases, free of the previous geometrical limitations of analytical methods. Computational 

optimization methods such as topology optimization [79] (Figure 54 d)) can use inputs from Computer-

Aided-Design (CAD) software and therefore extends the range of possible geometries. Such strategies 

have been implemented by many authors ([149]–[152]) to control a shape analyzed by numerical methods. 

However, the challenges regarding the mesh density, convergence and computational time still emerge, 

when finite element analysis assesses the structure behavior ([149]). These challenges can often be 

addressed with “automated mesh generation techniques and careful choice of design variables” [153]. As 

a way to simplify the process, the recent development of Isogeometric Analysis (IGA) offers the accuracy 

of the finite element method while removing some of the burdens of the meshing process [154]. 

This ability to analyze complex geometries accurately has also exposed the limit of fabrication 

capabilities. Indeed, these shapes cannot always be manufactured or materialized efficiently. The advent 

of digital manufacturing techniques in the realm of architecture has recently made these new geometries 

more easy to build [105]. More precise material system strategies are being developed to address these 

manufacturing problems in a variety of construction materials [155]. With these, the research in optimized 

structural elements has been able to materialize and be used at an architectural scale. 

5.2.3. Materialized optimal design 

The section reviews the engineering and design research applications of the theorical method presented 

previously. In the literature, various authors have applied analytical, numerical or a combination of both 

to different structural materials. The first part of this section presents an overview of the recent and 

significant contributions of materialized designs (i.e. built work) and research. In the second part, the 

work in shaped structural elements in the field of timber structures is reviewed more specifically.  
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The idea of shaping structures is commonly used by designers to create more efficient and expressive 

constructions. Existing constructions with shaped structural elements include for example the work of 

Pier Luigi Nervi [80], Santiago Calatrava [156], or Peter Rice [157]. This effective strategy for material 

efficiency is also taught to structural engineers and architecture students worldwide [4], [158]–[161]. 

In general, structures with changing geometries have been built for a long time, when the associated cost 

saving justifies the custom construction. With the emergence of digital fabrication technologies [105], 

more of the resulting geometries are now easier to build for standard structures (described as mass-

customization). For example, Orr et al. [133], Ismail et al. [35] and Garbett et al. [162] have applied 

analytical equations to find the optimal shape of reinforced concrete beams. Similarly, Liew et al. [136] 

developed a ribbed floor system that uses form-finding and FEM calculations in an optimization loop. In 

2011, Dombernowsky and Søndergaard [163] applied topology optimization to design an optimized slab 

design. Here, the formwork was realized with milled foam parts. In another example, Veenendaal et al. 

[164] used parametric curves to define the boundary conditions of the dynamic relaxation analysis to find 

the final shape of a concrete fabric formwork. Schmidt et al. [165] built and load tested an Ultra-High 

Performance Concrete (UHPC) optimized column under axial compression and subject to buckling. The 

shape of the column was found using a known solution to the analytical problem, with an added minimum 

cross-section for the axial stress. The final geometry was checked with FEM software. 

In some of these examples [163], [164], a parametric numerical procedure is used to generate geometries 

that are then sent to numerical analysis software. With this, complex geometries can be generated and 

analyzed in a loop. The research has been so far successful in proving that better design alternatives are 

possible. However, the workflow still suffers from the drawbacks of the use of FEM analysis; a good 

mesh is difficult to generate automatically for intricate shapes, it can be relatively computationally costly 

and the accuracy of the results in case of distorted or insufficient mesh refinement is hard to control 

(convergence issues).  

In other examples [133], [162], [165], the design results from analytical equations. The shape is then 

restrained by the possibilities of controlling a variation in the height and the width effectively [145]. Very 

often in these situations, the designer has little control over the final geometry. The shape structural 

element is given by a mathematical curve and cannot be controlled beyond the curve’s type or its 

parameters. While this can still provide an efficient solution, it restrains the space of possible designs and 

limits the agency of the designer. 

5.2.4. Shaping structural timber 

In the field of timber structures, shaped elements have existed in many forms. From a practical standpoint, 

wood is easily carved, making it a material of choice in a lot of digital fabrication projects [97]. Recently, 

due to the advances in specific design tools (i.e. RX-Timber by Dlubal [166] or bespoke research tools 

[167]) and manufacturing techniques (HESS [168], Blumer-Lehmann [169] ), more structures have 

displayed the use of non-standard timber section or shaped structural timber elements (Figure 55). While 

they offer promising design and material savings opportunities, the use of complex timber geometries 

unveils some mechanical challenges. The anisotropy of the material and its use as a solid section - that is, 

a section with a relatively continuous material distribution along the height or a high interaction between 

normal bending stress and shear stress - are specific to timber construction and require special 

considerations. As an example, Flaig et al. [170] have coped with the issue of the weak tension resistance 
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perpendicular to the fiber by shaping cross-laminated timber panel laid sideways, using the cross-layer as 

a vertical reinforcement. 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 55: Projects with shaped timber elements. (top left) Miebach timber bridge in [171], (top right) Proposal 

for an Integral bridge construction proposed by Knippers Helbig Advanced Engineering for the Gartenschau2019 

[172], (bottom left) Kulm Eispavillion by Foster and Partners [173], (bottom right) Lorient-Bretagne train station 

by AREP Group [174]. 

In general, shaped structural elements have different mechanical behavior and internal stress distribution 

than standard extruded prismatic sections [175]–[177]. Indeed, Maki & Kuenzi [178] showed analytically 

and empirically that the shear stress distribution in a tapered beam could be as high at the tapered edge 

than the maximum value at the support [38] for structural timber specifically. More importantly, the 

location of the peak shear stress occurs at the shaped edge, where additional transversal tension across the 

wood fiber is also introduced. In other words, shaped solid timber elements have a different shear behavior 

than an element with constant prismatic sections. Its effect on the strength of the beam is exacerbated by 

the anisotropic nature of wood, as its strength is lower in the direction perpendicular to the wood fiber. 
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Figure 56: Shear distribution in a tapered beam by Maki and Kuenzi (1965). The maximal shear occurs at the 

bottom tapered edge and can have a value as high as the one found at the support location. 

Most of the modern design codes or design guides (Eurocode 5 [179] or U.S. National Design 

Specifications [180] ) take this effect into account for the design of tapered wood beams, usually using 

Hankinson’s formula [181] to reduce the bending resistance as a function of the taper angle. These 

roofbeams with a constant angled top edge are often built for functional reasons, mainly to accommodate 

the roof slope. Software like RX-Timber is able to implement the code for the optimization of the shape 

of predefined change in height, like a parabolic curve and allow for an accurate design of these elements. 

Finally, their complex deformation behavior and stress distribution have been recently studied analytically 

by Balduzzi et al [182], [183]. In this case, the solution to the stress distribution requires six first-order 

ordinary differential equations (ODEs) to be iteratively solved but can represent an accurate (up to 15% 

error) stress state.  

5.2.5. Summary of existing work 

Generally, the analytical research in structural shaping has produced solutions for a set of well-defined 

problems and boundary conditions, often not considering the actual material behavior and mechanics for 

the stress distribution. The analytical problem delivers a solution and can be modified as long as the 

geometry or load pattern (inputs) can be expressed mathematically. Furthermore, once a solution exists, 

another solution for a similar problem can be solved very efficiently. 

On the opposite, the numerical methods for the optimization of structural elements enjoy greater 

geometrical freedom in their problem definition, as the input can be discretized and does not need to be 

formally expressed. Together with increasing computing power, these have provided a wide range of 

structural solutions with more exact stress distribution. However, the optimality of the results cannot be 

proved, requires careful automation of the meshing process and is computationally costlier than their 

analytical equivalents. 

The next part presents a new hybrid methodology to shape structural elements by combining the extended 

shape generation capabilities of CAD and the robust and fast computation of analytical methods. 

Furthermore, an analytical wood mechanics model developed specifically for this application ensures the 

correctness of the stress state in the shaped elements. The hybridization of the method hopes to bring the 
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best of both worlds that give the designer more control over the final geometry and the optimization 

process. 

5.3. Shaping methodology 

This section presents the hybrid methodology for the optimization of shaped structural elements. It 

assumes that the structural elements act in bending, has a flat top surface and is not subject to axial forces 

and instabilities. The first part presents an overview of the method. Then, the details of the parametric and 

wood mechanics model are presented. 

5.3.1. General methodology 

The general concept of the optimization methodology contains three parts (Figure 57): input and geometry 

control, sectional structural analysis and finally, material, structural and serviceability checks.  

 

Figure 57: General methodology. The optimization loops contain three main parts: the geometry input in a 

parametric CAD environment, a section analysis based on analytical equations and material-specific structural 

checks. 

In a preliminary step, the general information such as the material properties (elastic modulus, strength) 

and the design criteria (maximum deflection and maximum material utilization) are defined. The 

information about the structural system is given in the form of the shear and bending moment diagrams. 

In the first part (numerical), computational geometry and parametric modeling operations are used to 

define an input geometry. Here, the defined beam volume can use any parametrization that the user desires 

and can express design or fabrication constraints. The use of symmetry and a low number of parameters 

is encouraged. In a first step, planes that are perpendicular to the element’s axis intersect the element’s 

volume to define a series of cross-sections along the beam’s length. An analysis step controls the number 

of cross-sections (Figure 58). Then, geometrical properties such as inertia, local widths, distance from 
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center to extreme top and bottom fiber are extracted for each section. Any additional geometrical values 

required for the analysis such as angles, volumes, areas, etc., can be extracted here using computational 

geometry operations. All this information is sent to the next block of the methodology. In this second part 

(analytical), the analytical model computes the stress distribution due to the shear force and the bending 

moment based on the geometrical information provided by the previous part. Finally, the stress values are 

combined into a timber fracture model (timber part) to perform the necessary structural checks.  

 

Figure 58: Extraction of sectional properties from the parametric model 

The deformation at any point along the element is computed through the double integration of the curve 

of the bending moment with the corresponding sectional properties (Equation (21)). In the case of an 

asymmetrical load case, an optimization subroutine is necessary to find the free parameters of the 

deformation integrations. 

𝑣(𝑥) = ∬
𝑀(𝑥)

𝐸𝐼(𝑥)
𝑑𝑥 +

1

𝐺
∫ ∫

𝜏2

𝑉(𝑥)
𝑑𝐴 𝑑𝑥

𝐴𝐿
 

𝐿
   (21) 

Where EI(x) is the bending stiffness of a section at x, M(x) is the value of the bending moment at x, τ is 

the value of the shear stress, V(x) is the value of the shear force at x, and G is the value of shear modulus. 

This whole process is integrated into an optimization loop that will keep updating the beam’s geometry 

until a satisfactory design is achieved. 

5.3.2. Parametric shape control 

With this methodology, any parametrization of the beam element can be used as input of the section 

analysis.  
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Figure 59: Parametric model for shape optimization. Here, three examples are shown: (a) beam with changing 

height, (b) beam with changing width and (c) beam with opportunities to vary the height and the width of the 

cross-section in different locations simultaneously.  

The parametric model of the beam element consists of a series of control points. These control points are 

placed on a few control sections along the element’s length. As shown in Figure 59-c for example, the 

element has three control sections with each 4 control points. In this case, the control points define the 

local width of the section. The control points of each section are linked by a height parameter that defines 

the total height of the section relative to the initial bounding box. In this case, the beam element is 

controlled by 15 parameters. Once those control points are parametrically defined in three dimensions, a 

series of curves are interpolated between the corresponding control points. Finally, a surface is lofted 

between the curves to defined the volume’s boundary of the structural element. Different levels of control 

can be achieved with this model. The first level allows only the structural height of the beam to vary along 

the beam. Second, the width only can be modified. Finally, both the width and height of the element can 

be varied. The three levels are later explored and presented in the result section. The methodology 

described above is implemented for the shape optimization of solid timber beams in the 3D CAD software 

Rhinoceros5 [184] with the parametric environment Grasshopper v0.9.0076 [46]. 

5.3.3. Analytical wood mechanics 

Once the sectional properties are extracted, they can be fed into the analytical model. The bending stresses 

are derived using the Bernoulli-Euler theory (Equation (22)). 

𝜎𝑥 =
𝑀

𝐼
(𝑦 −

ℎ

2
)       (22) 

Where M is the bending moment, I the moment of inertia of the section, h is the height of the section and 

y a variable that ranges from zero at the top of the section to h at the bottom of the section (0<y<h). As 

exposed in the background section, the shear stress distribution in a beam with varying cross-section is 

non-trivial. Here, an expanded version of the equation presented in Maki & Kuenzi [178] (formulated by 
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C.B. Norris) has been developed and implemented. The closed-form analytical model adds two main 

considerations to the existing model: 

→ longitudinal width variation of the section (equation (23)), 

→ the slope of the lateral wall of the section (Figure 61). 

The shear stress distribution at the symmetry plane of the section is now defined by Equation (23): 

𝜏𝑥𝑦 =
6𝑀

(2𝑏+𝛿𝑏)ℎ2

2

[3 (
𝑦
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2
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+
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2
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ℎ
− (

𝑦

ℎ
)

2

]
𝛿𝑀

𝛿𝑥
     (23) 

The shear stress distribution considers the height variation along the element (δh/ δx), the influence of the 

variation of the moment in the second term (δM/δx), the width variation (δb) and the position in the 

section (y/h).  

 

Figure 60: Derivation of the shear stress equation on a beam element. The shear stress distribution results from 

the equilibrium of longitudinal normal forces on equivalent faces of two neighboring cross-sections (1 and 2 on 

the drawing) on an infinitesimal element. 

In order to consider the effect of the lateral slope of the section’s wall, the standard strength of material 

theory for the shear stress at the boundaries of the curved section is applied [186]. The theory postulates 

that the shear stress vector at the edge of the section has to be tangent to the contour of the cross-section. 

Since the vertical shear is known from the formula described above, the other component of the shear 

vector can be computed geometrically. With this, the shear value in the entire plane of the cross-section 

is defined. The shear stress (Equation  (24))  at the boundary of the section is then [187]: 

𝜏 =
𝜏𝑥𝑦

cos 𝛼
         (24) 

With this assumption, the maximal shear stress is found on the contour of the section. In the case where 

the cross-section is rectangular (i.e. side faces parallel to the y-axis), it results that the shear stress 

distribution across the section is constant (i.e. cosα=1). 
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Figure 61: Shear stress at the boundary of the cross-section is tangent to its contour. The angle at the boundary 

(α) defines the maximum shear stress (τ) in the cross-section’s plane, based on the shear stress computed at the 

center of the section (τxy). 

The tension across the wood fiber occurring due to the change of height longitudinally is the last stress 

component to consider. The effect of the width variation is added to the equation by Maki and Kuenzi 

[178] to result in the following equation (Equation (25)): 
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More simply, the maximal stress, occurring at the bottom shaped edge (y/h=1 in equation  (25)), has been 

shown to be equal to Equation (26):  

𝜎𝑦,𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
6𝑀

(2𝑏+𝛿𝑏)ℎ2

2

(
𝑑ℎ

𝑑𝑥
)

2

      (26) 

The maximum value of the tension across the grain is used as a constant value across the whole height of 

the section. This assumption puts the result on the safe side, especially since the value of tension resistance 

of timber perpendicular to the grain contains a lot of uncertainty. When the longitudinal change of height 

is zero (i.e. beam with constant height, dh/dx=0), the tension across the grain equals zero for the whole 

section, in accordance with standard engineering assumptions. 

Within the cross-section, all the stress components are evaluated through a subdivision of the height of 

the cross-section. For each point, the value of each stress component is computed. In the case of the shear 

stress, the highest value (at the boundary of the section) is used. The other components are constant 

throughout the width (i.e. along the z-axis) of the cross-section. 

With all the stress components given above, the partial stress tensor in Figure 62 summarizes the stress 

components considered: 
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𝜎𝑖𝑗 = (

𝜎𝑥 𝜏𝑥𝑦 𝜏𝑥𝑧

𝜏𝑦𝑥 𝜎𝑦 0

𝜏𝑧𝑥 0 0
) 

 

Figure 62: Stress components considered for the analytical mechanics model and the stress tensor. 

To verify the resistance of the structural element, all the stress components (bending normal, shear and 

tension across the grain) are included in a fracture model [38] (Equation  (27)): 

𝐾𝑟 =
𝜎𝑥

2

𝐹𝑥
2 +

𝜏𝑥𝑦
2+𝜏𝑥𝑧

2

𝐹𝑥𝑦
2 +

𝜎𝑦
2

𝐹𝑦
2 ≤ 1      (27) 

where fx is the bending stress, fy the stress perpendicular to the neutral axis and τxy2+ τxz2 the resulting 

shear stress, Fx, Fy, and Fxy the corresponding allowable design stresses. 

5.3.4. Optimization 

The shape optimization aims to minimize the beam’s volume by varying the model’s parameters under 

the given design constraints. Here, the optimization has the following two constraints (Figure 63): 

→ a displacement constraint: the displacement at any point of the structural element should be 

smaller than a prescribed displacement. The displacement is set to 1/360 of the span. 

→ a strength constraint: the element should not fail under the applied external loads. Here, this 

strength constraint controls that the stress combination equation (based on the fracture model) at 

any computed point is verified. 

 

 

Figure 63: Optimization formulation 

minimize  Volume 

  

subject to: displacement ≤ displacementallowable 

 stress ≤ stressallowable 

  

variables: control point locations 
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A structurally valid standard beam with constant prismatic cross-section serves as the initial configuration 

and the initial volume for the objective function. This initial condition can be used to fix the number of 

cross-sections along the element’s axis to be compared with known solutions for a beam with a constant 

rectangular cross-section. Since the design of some structures is controlled by their deflection limits, the 

optimization variables, or model parameters, are allowed to create dimension greater than the initial 

dimensions, that is, the beam could become deeper at mid-span for example. This allows for a 

redistribution of structural material within the element while minimizing the volume.  

For all the cases, it is assumed that the top edge of the beam will remain flat. The case studies aim to 

display the potential saving for an application in standard buildings with floor systems, with flat surfaces 

supported by floor beams. All the values for material strength and loads in the case studies are considered 

design values as per standard engineering practice [41]. 

The optimization problem –or parametric model- can generally be defined with 6 to 30 variables, 

depending on the level of control on the geometry that is required. The variables are continuous real 

number values corresponding to the coordinates of the NURBS control points of the volume. The 

optimality of the solution cannot be guaranteed. For this reason, the optimization was run multiple times 

with different algorithms and starting points. Only the best solution from all runs are presented here. The 

optimization is executed with the plug-in for constraint optimization Radical [188] for Grasshopper [185] 

and the optimization plug-in Goat [189]. In Radical, the algorithm COBYLA [190] from the NLopt library 

[191] was used. In Goat, a combination of the global algorithms (Genetic algorithm and direct search) 

then refined with local search and until at least two results agreed or the solution was not improving. The 

plug-in Goat also implements algorithms from the NLopt library. In the optimization with the Goat plug-

in, a composite objective function (Equation  (28)) was created to take the constraints into account. 

𝑂𝑏𝑗. = 𝑉 ∗ (𝐶𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠 + 𝐶𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑝𝑙 + 1)      (28) 

where Obj. is the objective function’s value, V is the beam’s volume and C are the constraints functions. 

The constraints are defined as penalty jump functions (exemplified for the stress constraint (Equation  

(29)): 

𝐶𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠 = {
0 𝑖𝑓 𝐾𝑟 < 1 

100 𝑖𝑓 𝐾𝑟 ≥ 1
}       (29) 

In the case studies, the contribution of shear deformation to the total deformation was not taken into 

account. In the literature, the shear displacement contributes to around 15% [40] of the total displacement 

in standard timber structures and was confirmed to be similar for the range of beams considered in the 

case study. 

5.4. Results 

The following section presents the result of the benchmarking of the methodology. First, the shaping 

methodology is tested against a known analytical solution of shaped beams. Next, a finite element analysis 

in ABAQUS [192] benchmarks the analytical mechanics model used in the second part of the shaping 

methodology. Finally, the last part presents the results of the methodology applied for the shape 
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optimization of timber beams with (1) varying height, (2) varying width and (3) sections that have varying 

height and width along the longitudinal axis. 

5.4.1. Benchmarking of the shaping methodology 

Known analytical solutions of shaped structural elements are used to benchmark the accuracy of the 

shaping methodology. Here, two simple cases are used: (1) a beam with a changing height and (2) a beam 

with a changing width. The case study was done for a span of 1 (m), a material strength of 5.34 (N/mm) 

and a single load of 2.5 (kN) at mid-span. The displacement limit is not taken into account. Considering 

a simplified bending stress (Equation (30)) and shear stress distribution (Equation 31), the optimized shape 

of the beam is given by taking the maximum height of either Equation (32) and  (34) or Equation (33) and 

(35) as found in Table 7 (Equation (36) and (37)). 

Bending stress model:   𝜎(𝑥) =
𝑀(𝑥)

𝐼(𝑥)
(𝑦 −

ℎ

2
)       (30) 

Shear stress model:   𝜏(𝑥) =
𝑉(𝑥)

𝐴𝑣(𝑥)
         (31) 

where M(x) is the bending moment along at the location x on the longitudinal axis of the element, I(x) the 

inertia, y(x) the distance to the extreme fiber or edge in the section, V(x) the shear force and Av(x) the 

vertical shear section. 

Table 7: Analytical solution for the shape of a beam with varying height and a beam with a varying width 

Varying height 

(Width b is fixed) 

Varying width 

(Height h is fixed) 

ℎ(𝑥)𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 =  √
6𝑀(𝑥)

𝑏𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥
 (32) 𝑏(𝑥)𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 =

6𝑀(𝑥)

ℎ2𝜎
 (33) 

ℎ(𝑥)𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑟 =
𝑉(𝑥)

𝑏𝜏𝑚𝑎𝑥
 (34) 𝑏(𝑥)𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑟 =

𝑉(𝑥)

𝑏𝜏𝑚𝑎𝑥
 (35) 

ℎ(𝑥) = 𝑀𝐴𝑋{ℎ(𝑥)𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔, ℎ(𝑥)𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑟}(36) 𝑏(𝑥) = 𝑀𝐴𝑋{𝑏(𝑥)𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔, 𝑏(𝑥)𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑟}  (37) 

 

In the two cases, the section close to the support is governed by the shear stress. This influence can be 

seen in Figure 64, where the shaped beam solutions are represented. 
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Figure 64: Analytical solutions for shaped beams, used for the benchmarking of the shaping methodology. 

The first drawing is the initial beam volume, referred to as 100% of the volume. The one directly below 

represents an optimized beam with a varying width, going down to a volume fraction of 55.3%. The third 

beam at the bottom shows a beam with varying height, reaching a volume fraction of 66.9%. 

The parametric model described in the methodology section was used to reproduce the analytical results. 

For consistency, the same simplified stress model as the one for the analytical solution was used. Here, 

the optimization variables are the control points of the curves used to control the width or the height 

boundary of the beam volume. Symmetry is used at mid-span to reduce the number of variables. For the 

two beams conditions, five control points were enough to achieve an accurate result, with a difference of 

around 1-2%. 

Table 8: Comparison of the volume savings for the analytical and NURBS-based approaches for a simply 

supported beam with a point load at mid-span. 

Initial 

volume 

Analytical solution Numerical Solution 

Varying 

height 

Varying 

width 

Varying height 

(5 variables) 

Varying width 

(5 variables) 

100% 66.9% 55.3% 68.7% 57.5% 

 

This benchmarking ultimately controls that the analytical curve can be approximated accurately enough 

with a NURBS-curve. The small difference observed is mostly due to the section design’s requirement 

where it changes from being bending-controlled to shear-controlled, a kink that is hard to approximate 

with a curve. 

5.4.2. Benchmarking of the analytical shear mechanics model for solid wood beams 

The shaping study is here pushed a step further by implementing the analytical wood mechanics and the 

fracture model for the three shaping cases described in Figure 59 (varying height only, varying width only 

and varying height and width simultaneously). The beams were optimized for the minimal structural 

weight when a point load is applied at the center, without considering the displacement limit (pure strength 
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design). The analytical shear stress distributions of the optimized beams were compared with a three-

dimensional FEM analysis of the same beam geometries (Figure 65). The stress distributions were 

controlled at 17 % and 40% of the beam length away from the left support. 

In all the cases, the analytical solution was able to capture the distribution of the shear stresses with 

satisfactory accuracy. The beam with constant rectangular cross-section has a relatively small error (1.5% 

at 0.17L of the span from the left support and 7.6% at 0.4L of the span from the left support). The error 

becomes slightly bigger with the increasing complexity of the geometry, as in the case of the last beam in 

Figure 65, but stays below 8%. It can be seen that a similar level of error is found in all the models. This 

error is caused by the presence of singularities that cannot be captured by an analytical model but exist in 

the FEM analysis. These singularities in the stress distribution are caused by the introduction of 

concentrated load at the support or at the center of the beam. 

The resulting volume fractions for the four cases are shown next to the drawings in Figure 65. The beam 

with a varying height reaches a volume fraction of 82.8%, a much higher value than what was found 

previously (66.9%) with the standard analytical mechanics model. Similarly, for the beam with a varying 

width, the volume fraction changes from 55.3% - as found previously- to 63.7%. These changes in 

potential savings indicate that the consideration of the correct shear stress distribution for shaped beams 

is important. Finally, the beam with varying width and height reaches a volume fraction of 49.4%.  

 

Figure 65: Finite Element Analysis benchmarking of the shear stress distribution of the analytical mechanics' 

equations used in the shaping methodology. The model is able to capture the shear stress distribution for the 

different optimal solutions of the three different shaping approaches. 

From the results of the first two benchmarking studies, it is interesting to notice that a beam with a varying 

width can achieve a lower volume fraction than a beam with varying height, assuming no lateral 

instabilities. Indeed, it is more efficient to shape the width of a beam than its height, since the height is 

the biggest contributor to the section’s inertia (h3). Thus, a reduction of the width has a smaller impact on 

the inertia, and consequently the strength and stiffness of the beam, than a reduction of the height. This is 
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perhaps counterintuitive, because a beam with a changing height (or with a shape similar to the bending 

moment diagram) is often considered as a good option to reduce the use of structural material. 

5.4.3. Parametric study of volume savings for solid timber beams 

Now that the shaping methodology was confirmed to be accurate and that the analytical shear stress model 

was benchmarked against a finite element analysis, a range of beam configurations were optimized to test 

the potential savings that can be achieved for timber beams. For this, the three cases of a beam with a 

variable height, a beam with variable width and a beam with variable height and width were tested. For 

every case, the optimal design with a standard continuous cross-section for the given span and load was 

selected at a starting point of the optimization. Here, both strength and displacement constraints are 

considered. The shear displacements were not taken into account in the study, as it led to a significant 

increase in computation time. The impact of shear displacement on the results was checked and only had 

an influence of 1-2.5% on the volume savings. The variables (Table 9) represent a multiplicator of the 

initial beam design. For example, if the initial optimal design results in beam height of 200 mm, a height 

parameter value of 1.1 means that the height of the shaped beam at the location the parameter (i.e. control 

point) will be 220 mm. 

Table 9: Case study parameters. 

Test case Number of variables 

Variables bounds 

(multiplicator of initial section’s width 

or height) 

Variable height 4 0.1 ≤ x ≤ 1.5 

Variable width 4 0.1 ≤ x ≤ 1.5 

Variable height and width 

12 

(3 height variables and 4 width 

variables per control section) 

0.1 ≤ x ≤ 1.5 

In a second step, a sensitivity analysis on the displacement limit (initially set at 360th of the span) and the 

wood’s strength perpendicular to the grain direction was performed. For the latter case, the beam was 

simulated as a Cross-Laminated Timber (CLT) panel used as a beam. When used sideways as a beam 

(panel in edgewise bending), the cross-layer construction of the panel increases the resistance in tension 

perpendicular to the main direction of the grain. It, therefore, represents a realistic case scenario of an 

element with increased strength perpendicular to the grain direction. 

This case study does not consider the support conditions, structural instabilities, and fire design, in order 

to keep the number of study parameters low. In practice, beam supports can be achieved with a variety of 

solutions, from simple pressure supports to engineered metal connections. Each solution has specific 

strength requirements and stress concentration localized around the support that cannot be accounted for 

analytically in the model. Similarly, fire design can be achieved with a char design or other protective 

measures such as gypsum boards or sprinklers. Finally, it is assumed that the top edge of the beam is 

secured laterally to prevent against lateral-torsional buckling. 
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5.4.4. Case study parameters 

The spans of 4, 6, 8 10, 15 and 20 meters and starting section’s aspect ratio of 2,4, 6 and 8 were considered. 

The section’s aspect ratio is defined as the height of the section over its width. The material properties are 

summarized in Table 10. The uniformly distributed load was kept constant at 26 kN/m for all the cases. 

The load corresponds to an approximate office building load (2.5 kN/m2) for an average beam spacing of 

6 meters, with a safety factor of 1.5 included. The load model is a simplified consideration of both live 

loads and dead loads (such as floor finishes). The dead load of the structural element is not taken into 

account as it represents less than 1% of the total load. The load also results in a mix of initial beam designs 

controlled by shear, bending and serviceability. The deflection limit was set to 360th of the span. 

Table 10: Material properties for the case study 

 

Bending 

Tension 

perpendicular to 

the grain 

Shear Shear stiffness Bending stiffness 

 Fx Fy Fxy G E 

Glue 

laminated 

timber 

16 MPa 0.2 MPa 1.8 MPa 3,500 MPa 11,000 MPa 

3-ply Cross-

laminated 

timber 

10.66 MPa 5.33 MPa 1.8 MPa 3,500 MPa 7,333 MPa 

A convergence study was first performed to fix the model parameters. The number of sections evaluated 

in the element was set to five sections per meter and nine stress evaluations over the height of each section. 

This results in 45 stress evaluations per meter. The constrained optimization solver Radical inside plug-

in Design Space Exploration (DSE) [188] for Grasshopper was used. The algorithm LN_COBYLA was 

deployed with a convergence criterion of 10-4 and a maximum of 1000 iterations. This particular algorithm 

has demonstrated good results when applied to structural optimization problems [193]. 

5.4.5. Volume fractions for shaped timber beams 

Figure 66 shows the results of the optimization for the different spans, shaping constraints and section’s 

aspect ratios. For the case of shaped beams with varying height and width, only the case of the section’s 

aspect ratio of 2 was considered (Figure 67) and up to 10 meters. Other aspect ratios and spans would 

result in unrealistically high and thin beams since both dimensions are allowed to vary.  
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Figure 66: Volume fraction results (in % of initial volume) of the shape optimization for simply supported beams 

with a constant uniformly distributed load. The graphs show the results for different spans and the aspect ratio of 

the initial section. The lower range of spans is controlled by the shear stress design while the longer spans (~5-

15m) are controlled by the fixed deflection limit of L/360th. The average volume fractions for the spans between 5 

and 20 meters are 90.2% and 86.7% for the beam with varying height and beam with varying width respectively. 

 

Figure 67: Volume fractions for a simply supported beam with a uniformly distributed load with an initial cross 

section’s aspect ratio of 2 (h/b). The lowest volume fraction (or greatest material saving opportunity) is for a 10m 

beam, where nearly 70% of the material could be saved. 

A general behavior can be observed from the three graphs above. First, two main zones can be found in 

the graph separated by a ridge. In the lower span zone, the behavior is mainly controlled by the shear 

strength, causing the sharp drop after the ridge. For spans larger than 4 meters, the behavior of the beams 

in this specific loading conditions is controlled by the displacement limit or stiffness behavior. This 

change is represented by the highest edge in the three graphs. It is also the zone where the beams have the 

lowest potential for material reduction. Second, the optimal volume fraction gets smaller with longer 

spans. That means that with longer spans, the material saving potential increases. Finally, the smaller 
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section’s aspect ratio can achieve lower volume fractions. In modern mass timber construction, the aspect 

ratios of the sections are generally around 2 to 3. 

Overall, the lowest volume fraction reached is 30.4% for the beam with changing width and height, an 

initial aspect ratio of the section of 2 and a span of 10 meters. In other words, when compared to a standard 

design, this beam with variable cross-section has the potential to reduce the material needs by up to 69.6%. 

This high saving is achieved through a change in height and the formation of an I-beam like profile at the 

center of the beam. For the beams with varying height and beams with varying width, the average volume 

fractions for the spans between 5 and 20 meters are 90.2% and 86.7% respectively. 

Figure 68 and Figure 69 show the resulting shapes from the case study for the three types of beam 

considered. Here, the results are normalized on the two axes: the length is normalized over the full span 

and the normalized shape parameters represent the change of height or width from the initial bounding 

box. Thus, the results shown are not a direct representation of the actual beam shapes but the value of the 

control points modifying the initial volume. These values multiplied by the initial bounding box’s height 

or width give the actual dimensions of the beam. In the first case of a beam with varying height, the height 

of the section is increased at the center of the beam to compensate for the loss in stiffness occurring around 

the support, where less material is needed for strength. Similarly, the beam with a varying width has an 

increased width at the center (normalized parameter over 0.5) and a thinner section around the support. 

Interestingly, in the case where both the width and the height are allowed to vary, the height of the beam 

is kept fairly constant in the resulting beam. Since a varying height over the length of the beam leads to 

increased shear stress at the bottom edge where the bending stresses are also the greatest, the strategy 

selected by the optimization is to increase the overall height and carve an I-beam-like profile in the beam. 

With this, the inertia of the beam is increased while the negative effect of a slopped bottom edge is 

minimized. 

  

Figure 68: Result of the optimization case study for the beams with varying height and varying width for the spans 

of 4, 6, 8 and 10 meters. 
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Figure 69: Result of the optimization case study for a beam varying width and varying width and height 

simultaneously for the span of 10 meters.  The volume fraction is 0.31, representing an almost 70% reduction in 

material. 

5.4.6. Sensitivity analysis 

The sensitivity analysis aims to uncover the influence of a change of the displacement limit and the tension 

perpendicular to the grain in the previous results. For this purpose, only the case of a beam with variable 

height is selected. It is the shaping strategy influenced the most by these two parameters. Furthermore, 

the study was restricted for spans of 4, 6, 8 and 10 meters for beams with an initial height to width ratio 

of 2. The list of the comparison parameters between the cases is shown in Table 11. 

The sensitivity analysis considers four cases. The first one is a beam made from a homogenous material 

and that is shaped analytically based on the moment distribution. The height is found with a similar 

equation as Equation (36) but in this case for a uniformly distributed load over the span. The second case 

considers a timber beam (i.e. timber mechanics) with variable height and no constraint on the 

displacement limit (pure strength design). The third case is the standard design from the previous 

optimization results. The last and fourth case considers a timber beam made out of cross-laminated timber 

with the standard design constraints on displacement. Here, the cross-lamination weakens the longitudinal 

strength but increases the tensile strength perpendicular to the grain (refer to Table 10) 

Table 11: Comparison parameters for the sensitivity analysis. 

Case name Analytically shaped 

beam 

Standard design 

without 

displacement limit 

Standard design Cross-laminated 

beam 

Material model Homogenous Anisotropic with 

shaped beam 

mechanics 

Anisotropic with 

shaped beam 

mechanics 

Anisotropic with 

shaped beam 

mechanics 

Constraints Stress Stress Stress and 

displacement 

Stress and 

displacement 
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Case 
Average volume 

fractions  

Cross-laminated beam 88.5% 

Standard design 90.1% 

Standard design without 

displacement limit 
87.6%* 

Analytically shaped beam 82.0% 

*the result was corrected for a comparison with an initial standard 

beam without displacement limit. 

Figure 70: Sensitivity analysis results. (left) comparison of average height parameters of the different cases of the 

sensitivity analysis. The value of 1 refers to the standard beam designed with a constant cross-section, with both 

the stress and displacement constraints considered. (right) Comparison of the average volume fraction for the four 

cases. 

Figure 70 presents the results of the sensitivity analysis. The comparison of the standard design with the 

cross-laminated beam confirms that the resistance of the material perpendicular to the main grain direction 

(tension perpendicular to the grain) has an impact on the saving potential (about 4% on the average result) 

and its final shape. The cross-laminated beam’s shape is more exaggerated and goes deeper at the center 

and is thinner around the supports. This can be explained by the reinforcing action of the cross-lamination 

that enables the slope at the shaped edge to be larger. 

Interestingly, the beam shaped without a displacement limit (pure strength design) is fairly flat. This 

indicates that the combination of the shear and bending requirements evens out the shape over the length 

of the element. The change between the different zones (bending and shear requirements) can be located 

from the beam shaped analytically (at around 1/6 L and 5/6 L). Due to the increase of the tension 

perpendicular to the grain and the shear stress when the bottom edge is shaped, the pure strength design 

tends to minimize the slope angle. 

The next section investigates how the theoretical shapes presented above can be manufactured and how 

the material savings are transferred to the actual final beams. 

5.5. Fabrication 

Two types of fabrication method can realize these optimal designs: additive manufacturing and subtractive 

manufacturing. Both can be used alone or combined to produce the shaped elements. This chapter reviews 

their potential for the fabrication of structurally optimized timber beams. 
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5.5.1. Additive manufacturing 

Additive manufacturing is generally associated with 3D printing. Conceptually, it is a step-wise 

aggregation of small quantities or elemental pieces of material to form larger objects. For example, in 3D 

printing, heated plastic is deposited in successive layers. The same conceptual ideas apply for many wood 

products such as glue-laminated timber or cross-laminated timber. Pieces of dimensional lumber glued 

together to form larger beam elements or timber panels. So far, glue lamination in standard construction 

has mostly been used to form structural elements with a continuous rectangular cross-section. However, 

custom fabrication is possible for more complex geometries but is rarely done in an automatized process. 

An approximation of the optimal beam volume (i.e. optimal result from the optimization case study, also 

referred to as ideal volume) is possible by aggregation of smaller pieces of lumber, as done for glue-

laminated timber (Figure 71). With this, the process sawdust quantities can be minimized and the 

structural material utilization maximized. Depending on the size of the dimensional lumber used, the 

losses (i.e. the amount of additional lumber volume used to manufacture the optimum beam volume, also 

referred to as manufacturing inefficiency) due to the production methods vary from almost 0% to 140%. 

If very small layers of material (i.e. veneer) are used, the target volume can be constructed with minimal 

losses. For more standard lumber sizes (2.5-5.0 centimeters), the losses associated with the fabrication 

method are about 1 to 3.5% and 15 to 30% for a beam with varying height and a beam with varying width 

respectively. While the tradeoffs between layering complexity for small dimensional lumber and 

fabrication efficiency are not factored in here, some of these processes and associated machinery to build 

stepped glue-laminated timber beams already exist in the industry [194] and could be further automatized. 

The numbers reveal that this method is more efficient for beams with varying height. Interestingly, beams 

with a varying width achieve higher ideal material savings. This effect is mostly due to the fact that the 

slope of the varying dimension is steeper in the case of a beam with a shaped height and thus minimizing 

the ‘extra’ material due to the wedge or corner at both ends of the boards. 
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Figure 71: Material losses due to an additive manufacturing method for shaped timber beams. The examples 

below the graphs are showing the result for a 6m beam with an initial section’s ratio (height over width) of 2. For 

small board thicknesses, the layering technique approaches the optimal beam volume without a lot of extra 

material to be cut out. As the board thickness increases, the average losses increase linearly. The additive 

manufacturing technique is less efficient for a beam with variable width for thick boards and result in more 

material use overall (114.5% total). 

5.5.2. Subtractive manufacturing 

Alternatively, the structural element can be manufactured through a subtractive manufacturing process. 

This usually regroups the different processes that start from stock material and remove or cut material 

down to the target shape. In the industry, this is mostly referred to as CNC-milling. 

Often thought as a wasteful manufacturing technique, Figure 72 shows that it is not necessarily the case. 

In fact, the additional stock material (in this case 6.5%) required to accommodate the increased height at 

the center of the element can be recovered more than twice in sawdust volume (17.8%) when cutting in 

an efficient layout. While the economic value of sawdust is lower than structural wood fiber, the difference 

in volume can turn the operation into a financially viable process. In most state-of-the-art facilities, 

sawdust can be readily turned into sustainable energy in the form of wood pellets or as fuel for an industrial 

furnace. For example, in the United States, the value of wood pellets is about 50 to 70 % of the value of 

structural wood fiber [195], [196]. While this back-of-the-envelope comparison doesn’t consider the 

investment and running costs of pellets manufacturing, the ratio of recovered sawdust volumes to 

additional stock material volume is above 2 for most of the examples shown in Figure 72. This value may 
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be more or less advantageous in different countries, depending on the legislation or market conditions 

around energy made from renewable resources. In practice, it is uncommon to laminate elements longer 

than 25 meters (about 4-5 beam lengths in the example below). Finger-jointing can, however, push this 

limit further [197] and thus could enable manufacturers to reach higher recovery ratios when 

manufacturing a large number of elements.  

 

  

Figure 72: Efficiency analysis of a subtractive manufacturing method (CNC-milling) for the production of shaped 

timber beams, here exemplified for a beam made out of cross-laminated timber for a span of 6 meters. The 

additional wood required in stock material can be quickly recovered in larger volumes in the form of sawdust. 

Depending on the ratio of the cost of prime structural fiber to high-quality fiber, it is an economically viable 

option. 

5.6. Expanding the design catalog 

The beam shaping methodology (Section 5.3) can be used to create multiple design options by 

manipulating the parametric model (Figure 73). The beams were all designed for an initial aspect ratio of 

r=2 and a span of 6m. The standard beam is taken as the volume reference of 100%. The figure displays 

the potential shapes that can be achieved and their associated material savings. The upper row has the 

three standard cases: the initial prismatic beam, a beam with varying height and a beam with varying 

width. The lower part of the figure shows alternative design options. The beam with the lowest material 

savings is similar to the one presented in Figure 69. It has an I-beam like section at the center and a section 

that is more appropriate to resist shear stresses at the supports. The last two beams were designed with a 
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pre-defined sectional shape. The first one (middle bottom) has an inverted trapezoidal section. The second 

one was optimized with a inversed U-shaped section that could potentially hide services. 

 

Figure 73: Beam design options and associated material savings. The beams are designed for a span of 6m with an 

initial section ratio of 2. The upper row shows the standard beam design (no manipulation), a beam with varying 

height and a beam with varying width. The second row has a beam with a cross section varying in width and height. 

The last two designs on the last raw were obtained from parametric models that included a predefined sectional 

shape. 

5.7. Discussion and future work 

The shaping methodology sets a hybrid framework for the optimization of structural elements. The 

geometrical input freedom is achieved thanks to the flexibility of a CAD parametric environment while 

the analysis is executed with an analytical method for faster computation time. The use of a parametric 

environment for the input of the beam volume makes it possible to create a wide array of geometrical 

forms for structural beams and have potentially more control on the final output as the definition of this 

parametric model can be led by design intention, material saving goals or both. Moreover, when setting 

up the model, other constraints like fabrication can be geometrically implemented in the parametric 

definition. 

This methodology has been applied for the optimization of massive timber beams. Three implementations 

have shown the potential material savings that can be achieved in standard bending systems. It showed 

that contrary to the general instinct, a beam with a variable width is more material-efficient than a beam 
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with a variable height. When the structural element is allowed to have varying width and height along its 

length, even greater material savings of up 70% would be possible. 

The low hanging fruit for near-term application resides in the use of timber beams with variable width. 

The material savings of around 15 to 20% should be important enough to justify the added fabrication 

steps. Moreover, the change of width does not impact the floor height of current construction, nor most 

of the standard detailing, as the top and bottom edge of the beam remain the same. Interestingly, the 

efficiency of the additive manufacturing technique for this type of beam is lower than for an element with 

a varying height when made with relatively thick board thicknesses. To counteract this effect, these 

elements should be manufactured from thinner stock material (0.64 to 1.28 cm). 

Indeed, the actual material saving depends on the manufacturing technique used to create the element. 

Two main techniques are discussed: subtractive milling and additive manufacturing. Current Computer 

Numerical Control (CNC) milling technologies would easily allow these geometries to be created by 

subtractive milling. Current CNC-milling technologies could easily be deployed for the beams with only 

one dimension varying (width or height) as this could quickly be manufactured by a bandsaw or large 

router. The more complex geometries with varying height and width simultaneously, such as shown in 

Figure 69, will potentially require the development of faster bespoke milling tools to produce the carved 

I-shaped beam profile in order to be used at scale. Current CNC-routers would probably take too long to 

mill out the material. However, the high potential material savings (up to about 70% structural material 

reduction) could easily justify the development of new manufacturing techniques, as it has been done for 

hot rolled steel profiles. 

Alternatively, the use of additive manufacturing reduces the generation of sawdust. If the geometries are 

produced from the aggregation of dimensional lumber into their final shape, most of the material would 

not have to be milled. Such manufacturing processes already exist for custom or large-scale projects, 

where non-standard timber geometries are required. This aggregation technique can be implemented for 

the fabrication of non-standard beam geometries but will also need some more developments to be 

adopted in regular projects. Further shaping case studies should discover the array of optimal geometries 

in order to guide the needs of manufacturing tools. These techniques could be combined with standard 

material optimization practices in timber engineering such as custom layup, where higher grade wood 

boards are placed in the locations where the element sees the higher stresses. 

Finally, for all of these manufacturing techniques, it is important to remember that sawdust can be turned 

into a renewable energy source. Most state-of-art or large timber products manufacturers often have a co-

generation plant nearby that can turn the sawdust into other useful products, into pellets to be used in 

residential or industrial heating or as a biomass feedstock for other energy production technologies. The 

recovery of this material otherwise hanging in our structures as deadweight increases the overall forestry 

resource utilization. Better use of forest resources is beneficial for forest management practices, forest 

health and leads to additional carbon benefits [58] (Figure 72 and Figure 74). 
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Figure 74: Comparison of a standard beam and its shaped beam equivalent. Milling a beam from a larger stock 

material leads in most cases in greater utilization of forest resources, as shown in the result section. This result 

comes against the popular belief that this operation would create additional ‘waste’. 

On a different level, shaped beams can add value to timber construction. In fact, lighter elements generally 

have lower handling and transportation cost that adds to the material savings benefits. Moreover, 

premanufactured elements with efficient and interesting shapes can possibly attract higher market values. 

Finally, the design possibilities offered by the shaped elements can raise the interest of architects and 

structural designers to deploy mass timber structures more often and thus displacing the carbon emission 

of other more carbon-intensive structural materials. 

Some limitations will need to be addressed in future works. The use of the analytical model for the 

structural analysis restricts the considerations of singularities. Point load introduction or support 

conditions often create a local stress concentration - called singularities - that can hardly be modeled with 

analytical equations. In standard structures, this situation is often dealt with an additional structural check 

for these critical regions (such as support conditions) to account for the local effect of stress concentration. 

For now, a similar check on the pressure perpendicular to the grain can be used. At the cross-section level, 

kinks (i.e. sharp changes in geometry) as represented in the result in Figure 68 can lead to stress 

concentrations and would require some rounding of the edges.  

Additionally, full-scale load tests will be necessary to verify the analytical and finite element analysis 

results. Physical tests will confirm the performance of the structural elements, especially since the 

methodology is using material characteristics such as tension perpendicular to the grain, rarely used in 

standard designs. For this reason, the highest value of the tension across the grain was used throughout 

the section in this implementation. 

Finally, the future iterations of the shaping methodology should add considerations regarding fire design, 

connection design, and instabilities (e.g. lateral torsional buckling). It should also consider the potential 

saving for different loading configurations and intensities, moving loads and explore the additional 

potential savings offered when shaped elements are combined into frame structures or indeterminate 

structural systems. For the latter, the shaping methodology will likely consider the envelope of the bending 

moment and shear force. 

Future work will investigate the influence of the geometry and the stress distribution on the deformation 

behavior of the structural element. Indeed, it is known that the resistance of the wood fiber diminishes 

when stresses are applied at an angle. In a similar way, the stiffness of the wood fiber should be lowered 

when the stresses are applied at an angle as well. Presumably, the resulting stiffness of the fiber will be 

somewhere between the E-modulus parallel to the wood fiber and the E-modulus perpendicular to the 

wood fiber. Furthermore, the displacement due to shear will need to be added. 

Next, a wider range of structural shaping options and ways of parametrizing the element’s geometry could 

be explored (i.e. design space exploration [188]). This should allow having more control over the 
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optimized geometry, possibly including fabrication constraints or reducing the number of parameters to 

accelerate the time required for the optimization to reach a solution. This also opens up the opportunity 

to use shaping to create a new structural aesthetic. One such example could be implemented by applying 

scaling factors to predefined sections along an element’s axis and thus keeping control over the final 

geometry. 

5.8. Conclusion 

This chapter presents a hybrid methodology for the shape optimization of structural elements. It combines 

the geometrical freedom of 3D parametric CAD software for the input with the fast computation time of 

closed-form analytical solutions for the analysis. For this, an analytical mechanics model for shaped 

timber beam is presented and applied in a case study. The study shows that up to 70% of structural 

materials can be theoretically saved on ubiquitous timber beams. 

More generally, the case study has demonstrated the range of the potential saving for shaped timber 

beams. Elements with varying width seem to be a low hanging fruit in the near future, as it achieves 15-

20% of material savings, is feasible both in terms of design and fabrication and doesn’t require an 

adaptation of partition walls or floor-to-ceiling heights. Alternatively, structural timber beams with 

varying height are also a good option if the change of the structural depth can be accommodated in regular 

floor systems. 

In the longer term, timber beams with variable width and height, approaching a chunky I-beam 

configuration, will offer greater material saving opportunity of up to about 70% in the case study 

considered. In the cases where the beam’s height is increasing, the material savings will need to be 

balanced with the additional height required for the structure and potential increasing building shell costs. 

In realistic scenarios, the beam’s depth should be constrained to be similar to current standard beam 

depths. 

Finally, fabrication methods were considered in the material saving opportunity and it has been shown 

that both the subtractive (i.e., CNC-milling) and additive manufacturing are viable options to produce 

shaped timber beams. 

The full deployment of these optimized structural elements in ubiquitous timber construction will require 

a high degree of prefabrication and the use of advanced digital fabrication. A large part of the shaped 

beams could already be used in standard construction. The more complex geometries with high material 

savings will, however, require the development of more advanced and bespoke manufacturing tools. 

Given the high potential of material reduction that this could bring, the ecological and financial benefits 

should be able to drive some of this development. 

More generally, the material savings presented are the result of an optimization that aims to minimize the 

volume of structural material. While the search for optimal designs offers high material reduction 

possibilities, it tends to restrain the agency of the designer. To improve the control over the optimization 

process, this methodology can be used in combination with design space exploration techniques [188] to 

balance the weight reduction with non-quantifiable objectives. Moreover, the definition of the parametric 
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model can be defined in ways that reflect the designer’s intention (Figure 73). For example, the model 

could vary scaling factors of sections drawn by the designer, in the same way that Pier Luigi Nervi 

designed his shaped columns [80], or that reflect a specific fabrication method, including the fabrication 

constraints in the shape generation. 

To conclude, this chapter presents a methodology to reduce the material needed in most common 

structures such as beam and floor systems and explore its potential for the case of timber beams. By 

allowing the structural elements to respond to the exact external loading they are subjected to, large 

material savings can result. With the growing environmental challenge that our society faces, designers 

should consider all the options to reduce the carbon footprint of our constructions while taking on the new 

design opportunities that shaped structural elements offer. 
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6. SHAPING INDETERMINATE 

STRUCTURES 

The following section presents a design methodology for shaped indeterminate systems. It expands the 

material saving and design possibilities from the previous chapter on beam shaping to an entire structure 

system. 

6.1. Introduction 

The visual impact of structural shaping is direct, as the new shape physically translates the inner forces at 

play in the structure. In statically determinate structures, the inner forces are uniquely defined by the 

structural system and its external loading. In other words, in a bending system, the form- or shape-giving 

bending moment results from the elastic analysis. This relationship offers very limited shape options when 

it comes to structural shaping. 
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Figure 75: Shaping statically determinate systems. One possible bending moment diagram, restricted possible 

beam shapes. 

In statically indeterminate structures (or ‘hyperstatic’ systems), the additional constraints on the system 

offer a multitude of form-giving bending moments to choose from. As stipulated by the plasticity theory, 

any valid (i.e. in equilibrium with the external forces) bending moment diagram represents a possible 

inner force distribution of the system (lower bound theory). Thus, shaping structural systems that are 

overly constraints (statically indeterminate systems) result in a greater diversity while contributing to a 

structural material volume reduction. 

 

Figure 76: Shaping indeterminate systems. For a given structural system, they are many different possible bending 

moment diagrams, resulting in a variety of different beam options. 

This chapter investigates the shaping of statically indeterminate bending systems in terms of material 

savings and design opportunities. More particularly, a design methodology that gives control to the 

structural designer is presented and demonstrated on a textbook case study and more complex systems. 

With this, the chapter aims to explore the design options offered by the indeterminacy of shaped bending 

structures. The first section offers a review of the relevant literature and some background in the field of 

structural shaping and plasticity. The second section describes the methodology used to shape 

indeterminate frame structures and presents different case studies. The results of the case studies are 

presented in the next Section 6.4. It is followed by a discussion of the different results and their 

implications for the shaping of indeterminates structures. 

6.2. Background 

This section of the chapter presents the relevant background and literature needed to introduce the 

methodology section later. It contains four parts covering structural shaping, plasticity and indeterminates 

frame structures, digital fabrication, and current design opportunities. 
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6.2.1. Shaping structures 

Structural shaping is recognized as an efficient way of reducing the amount of structural volume while 

maintaining the minimum requirements of strength and serviceability. The general idea consists of finding 

the shape of a structural element that follows the distribution of the inner demands. In the case of bending 

elements, the shape is mostly governed by the distribution of the bending moment. 

In 1638, Galileo Galilei’s Two New Sciences book laid out the early principles of structural design. Within 

this, he proposes a method to reduce the amount of material necessary to support a given load of a 

cantilever. In this study of a wooden beam cantilevering out of a stone wall, he realized that the element 

could be given a shape that maximizes the use of structural material by making sure that the stress in the 

top fiber of the beam matches the material’s capacity. While his early exploration of the principle behind 

stress distribution was erroneous, contributions by Euler, Coulomb, Saint-Venant that followed Galileo’s 

discoveries were necessary to fully comprehend this problem [9]. 

Since then, more advanced analysis tools backed with increasing computation power have given structural 

designers more options to maximize the efficiency of structural elements. Tools such as shape 

optimization, topology optimization, finite element analysis, parametric design or graphic statics have 

helped improve the understanding of the relationship between geometry and structural efficiency. 

Bending elements, as opposed to elements in pure tension or pure compression, are particularly inefficient 

and can strongly benefit from these methods. In the case of prismatic elements in bending (most of 

construction), it is common to have 66% (and in some cases 75%) of structural material that is 

underutilized [4]. Indeed, the linear elastic stress distribution in section leaves one-third of the material 

under-stressed. Furthermore, the bending moment distribution along the element’s length only requires 

the central sections to be designed for the maximum bending moment, adding another third of material 

underutilization.  

Numerous authors have and still are exploring this topic. While both the analytical work and the limit of 

material inefficiencies remain theoretical, researchers and practitioners have used this information to 

improve their design. For reference, important theoretical contributions to the field of shaped bending 

structures are presented in the literature [139], [198]. 

These theoretical contributions have pushed the field of shape optimization. Their implementation is 

however limited due to the assumption made on material behavior and stress distribution. While these 

simplifications are necessary to reach an analytical solution, they do not represent the actual behavior of 

shaped structures for specific material behaviors. 

6.2.2. Shaping, materiality and digital fabrication 

The development of new digital fabrication techniques has however forced researchers to develop new 

models for structural shaping in different materials. These developments usually include the 

considerations of fabrication constraints, real material behavior, and actual stress distributions. For this, 

the use of numerical methods is often required. Structural elements with small variation (often linear) in 

cross-sectional properties have long been used in practice (e.g. tapered roof beams). For more complex 

shape variations, researchers have now started to explore the implementation of structural shaping for the 

specifics of mainstream structural material like timber [199], concrete [35], [133], [200], [201], and steel. 
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6.2.3. Plasticity and indeterminate structures 

The plasticity theory combined with indeterminate structures represents an important possibility to expand 

the narrow design space of shaped statically determinate structures. Since the use of the lower bound 

theorem for the design of structures (as opposed to elastic design) still offers debated topics by structural 

engineers and unsolved design paradoxes, this part unpacks the most important implications of plasticity 

theory applied to shaped indeterminate structures. The history of these debates (Navier’s straightjacket 

[202] ) and their paradoxes (i.e. Hambly’s four-legged stool paradox) are explained in great detail in 

Heyman’s contribution [203]. Modern construction codes deal with the implementation of plasticity for 

the design of structures in practice. Steel and reinforced concrete structures especially have integrated the 

use of plasticity theory in their standard design procedures. 

In the case of statically determinate structures (‘isostatic’ structures), the number of unknowns 

corresponds to the number of equilibrium equations available to solve the system. For beams in bending, 

the distribution of the bending moment and the shear force is directly given by the applied load, the 

structural systems, and its fixities. For statically indeterminate structures (‘hyperstatic’ structures), the 

number of available equilibrium equations does not suffice to solve the system, as the number of 

unknowns exceeds the number of equations. In this case, information about the structure’s section and 

material could be used to find one possible solution, namely the elastic solution to the system. In fact, the 

elastic inner forces distributions depend on the relative stiffness of each element but are highly sensitive 

to small and unknowable changes in the boundary conditions. More specifically, when shaping such 

systems, the shape of the elements (i.e. their relative stiffnesses) is interdependent with the inner force 

distribution applied onto them and should be solved in an iterative manner. 

Alternatively, the system can be solved using the lower bound theorem or plasticity theory. The theory 

stipulates that any moment distribution (and associated shear force distribution) can be freely chosen as 

long as it is in equilibrium with the outside applied forces. For this, the element’s section is required to 

display a sufficient plastic behavior to develop large displacements and that the structure is not subject to 

instabilities. In other words, any valid bending moment distribution (i.e. that does not violate equilibrium) 

can be selected to design the structure at its ultimate state. The elastic deformation, however, for the 

control at the serviceability limit still requires an elastic solution to compute the deformations.  

A known example in textbooks is the case of the beam fixed at both ends [187]. The elastic moment 

solution requires the designers to size the beam for the maximum bending moment of ql2/12 (elastic 

solution). However, the use of the lower bound theory shows that the designer could also design the same 

beam with a similar strength for the bending moment of ql2/16 (plastic solution). 

6.2.4. Plasticity, indeterminate structures, and design possibilities 

The use of the plasticity theory for structural design can be a powerful tool. Well before the development 

of computational structural analysis tools, structural designers used plasticity theory to design complex 

structural systems. Ochsendorf [204] presents a collection of these historical examples, including Robert 

Maillart, John A. Roebling and Félix Candela. 

The design potential offered by over-constrained indeterminate frame structures has also been evaluated 

by Heino Engel [161] in this book Structure Systems (Figure 77). Here, the deliberate choice of the zero-

moment location has a direct implication on the shape of the frame system. Given that the system can 
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accept an infinite number of valid bending moment distributions, the shape and design possibilities 

become endless. Similarly, this conceptual idea is deployed for the design of Gerber beam systems, where 

the zero-moment locations correspond to physical separations between the beams. Optimization applied 

to these systems can be found in [205]. 

Other structural designers have used shaping as a way to express the structure's inner workings. Although 

not taking advantage of plasticity, the columns of Pier L. Nervi also explore the design potential of the 

‘indeterminacy’ of a section’s shape for target sectional inertia. In fact, similar sectional inertia can be 

achieved with many sectional shapes. Examples of the design catalog offered by Nervi’s idea is presented 

in [206].  

 

Figure 77: Shaping indeterminate frame structures in H. Engel’s Structure Systems [161]. 
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Others have used structural shaping to accentuate the structural expression such as Santiago Calatrava in 

the train station of Stadelhofen in Zurich (1990), Switzerland or Peter Rice in the Sydney Opera House in 

Australia (1973). 

While structural shaping has been used by designers as a way to enhance the legibility of their structures, 

the potential material savings when applied to indeterminate structures still remain largely unexplored. 

More importantly, even if the design opportunities offered by hyperstatic systems have been rendered by 

authors like Heino Engel, few computational design methodologies allow for a controlled design process. 

6.2.5. Goals 

This chapter presents a shaping methodology for indeterminate structures. The presented methodology 

will help answer the following questions: 

→ What are the potential material savings for shaped indeterminate structures? 

→ What are the range of possible shapes and their associated material efficiencies? 

6.3. Methodology 

6.3.1. Hinge method 

Given the interdependency between the shape of the elements and the form-giving bending moment, the 

control of the element’s shape creates challenges when designing such structures. Instead, the 

methodology presented here fixes the form-giving bending moment (and associated shear stress 

distribution) by controlling the location of the zero-moment locations (i.e. hinges). In other words, the 

lower-bound theorem allows for the selection of any bending moment that is in equilibrium with the 

externally applied load (Figure 78). If the requirements for the application of the plasticity theory are 

fulfilled, then the selected bending moment can then be used to shape the structure. 

 

Figure 78: Moving the bending moment within an indeterminate structure. The bending moment can be controlled 

through the location of the zero moment point of the bending diagram. 
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The steps of the methodology are represented in Figure 79. First, the indeterminate structural system is 

set up. Next, a number of free-moving structural hinges that amounts to the degree of structural 

indeterminacy of the system are introduced. These hinges turn the statically indeterminate system into a 

statically determinate system. The hinges are moved along the element’s centerline to change the bending 

moment distribution. At this point, the analysis is a result of an elastic analysis although based on the 

principle of the plasticity theory. The chosen bending moment is then used for the design of the elements 

‘shapes. This procedure can include an optimization to find optimal hinges locations based on structural 

objectives such as minimal structural material volume or maximal stiffness. In the figure’s example, a 

beam fixed at both ends is defined. This system has three degrees of indeterminacy and thus requires two 

free moving hinges and a horizontal release within the structure to become statically determinate. At this 

point, the structure is statically determinate, as the equilibrium equations suffice to determine the reactions 

forces and inner-forces. The selected bending moment distribution, resulting from the selected location 

of the hinges, can be then used for structural shaping. 

 

Figure 79: Methodology flow chart. 
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6.3.2. Optimization 

The optimization procedure is defined as follow: 

min Volume 
subject to:  

𝜎 < 𝜎𝑎𝑑𝑚 (strength constraint) 
𝑑 < 𝑑𝑚𝑎𝑥 (displacement constraint) 

 

Design variable: hinge(s) location(s) 
 

where: 
 

σ is the stress in the beam, 
σadm is the admissible stress in the material, 

d is the maximal displacement, 

dmax is the maximal displacement allowed. 

The objective is a volume minimization constrained by a serviceability limit (maximum displacement) 

and a minimum strength required (implicit through the shaping of the elements as the shape is derived 

from this requirement). The optimization variables are the locations of the hinges within the structure. 

6.3.3. Simplified shaping methodology 

Shaping structures requires an understanding of material behavior. Simplified models used instead of 

analytical models (as presented in the first section) can often misrepresent the stress state in shaped 

elements and lead to erroneous results. In an attempt not to be material agnostic but still keep the shaping 

methodology relatively simple, the shaping equations used in the case studies are based on simplified 

models with actual material strength and E-modulus values for elements with varying height only. The 

different simplified shaping options that approach the real material behaviors are shown in Figure 80. 

Table 12: Shaping equations for the case studies 

Bending moment Shear force 

ℎ𝑚𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡(𝑥) =  √
6𝑀(𝑥)

𝑏𝜎
    (1) ℎ𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑟(𝑥) = 1.5

𝑉(𝑥)

𝜏𝑏
    (2) 

ℎ = 𝑚𝑖𝑛(ℎ𝑚𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡, ℎ𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑟)    (3) 

where  

h is the height of the section, 

b is the width of the section, 

M the bending moment, 

V is the shear force,  

σ is the bending strength 

τ is the shear strength. 
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Other possible shaping techniques not presented include structural elements with varying width only or 

free-shaping – elements with any possible geometrical modifications or morphing of the section. As 

shown in numerous publications ([4], [160]), a beam with a varying height is not the most efficient shaping 

method as opposed to shaping the width for example. It is however used in the examples as it leads to a 

clear structural expression of the forces within the structure. In the result section, only the results for 

structures made out of structural timber will be presented. The structural material used will be referred to 

as “wood-like” or “timber-like” since a simplified shaping methodology is used and the resulting shape 

slightly differs from the actual shape resulting from using more elaborated shaping methodologies. 

If designed accordingly, timber elements can display a ductile behavior by forcing a failure of the fibers 

in compression through composite lay-up or by inducing failure in the connection details. Furthermore, 

the flexibility of timber elements before their failure can be sufficient to activate other parts of the element. 

The material is assumed to satisfy all the conditions to behave plastically. Here the non-linear stress 

distribution in section at the limit of elasticity of the material is not considered. The material is assumed 

to behave as linearly elastic, perfectly plastic. 

Finally, the initial beam section is designed for a fix h/b (height over width) ratio of 3. The shaping occurs 

by modifying the shape of the element based on the equation (1), (2) and (3) from Figure 80 and in Table 

12. The initial width from the elastic solution for the strength constraint is kept constant. 

 

Figure 80: Simplified shaping methodology and corresponding beam shapes for different materials. 
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6.3.4. Case studies 

In the next section, three different case studies will demonstrate the application of this methodology. The 

structural system and loads of each of the case studies are presented in Figure 81. 

6.3.4.1. Textbook case 

This first case study is utilized the demonstrate the general results that can be used from this method. The 

beam fixed at both ends is often used in textbooks as an example of the concepts behind plasticity theory. 

This example will also demonstrate the main concepts behind the methodology such as a comparison of 

the elastic solution to the optimal shaped solution, optimal shape, asymmetric loading, and multiple load 

case scenarios. 

6.3.4.2. Pedestrian bridge 

This case study considers a pedestrian beam modeled as a continuous beam on four supports but could 

also be assimilated as a continuous floor beam or an extension of the textbook case. 

6.3.4.3. Heino Engel’s frame 

The last case study is a two story portal frame similar to the one represented in the book by H. Engel. 

Here, the loads are applied on the two floor levels. 

 

Figure 81: Case studies, structural systems and loads. 

6.3.5. Material properties 

The material values for the case studies represented in Table 13. 

It is important to notice that the selection of a timber-like material implies a relatively low self-weight to 

live load ratio (in the order of a few percent). In general, beam structures in any structural materials (as 
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opposed to plate constructions) have a relatively low ratio of self-weight to live load since the load is 

concentrated on a linear element. 

Table 13: Material properties for the case studies. 

Material property Value 

Bending strength 15 N/mm2 

Shear strength 1.7 N/mm2 

Young’s modulus 10,500 N/mm2 

6.3.6. Displacement calculation 

The displacement of a shaped element cannot be derived directly (with a closed-form analytical equation) 

from the distribution of the bending moment. In fact, it requires the integration of the contribution of each 

section along the length of the element to compute the deformation curve. In order to take the displacement 

limit into consideration in the case studies, a simplified approach is taken here as well. The height profile 

of the beam is uniformly scaled until the elastic deformation falls below the required threshold. From the 

analytical result on shaped beams in the book by Haftka and Kamat [198], it can be shown that the ideal 

beam profile from a stress constraint and the ideal beam profile from a displacement constraint are linked 

by a constant. While a constant scaling factor does not contribute equally to a change of geometric 

stiffness in all the sections, it is, however, a simple way to control the element’s shape directly from the 

shape derived by the stress constraint with only one parameter. A single scaling factor on the shaped 

derived by the strength constraint is used here. 

All the calculations were executed with the structural analysis plug-in Karamba [207] in Grasshopper 

[185] for Rhino3D [184]. 

6.4. Results 

6.4.1. Shaping methodology benchmark 

For comparison, the savings achieved by the chosen shaping methodology on statically determinate 

systems are represented here for an initial section’s aspect ratio of h/b=3 and for spans ranging between 

1 and 14 meters for a simply supported beam with uniformly distributed load (Figure 82). The possible 

savings using the simplified methodology ranges from 87% to 81%. The curve slowly flattens out as the 

span increases. For long spans, the contribution from the shear to the final shaped volume becomes 

negligible compared to the contribution of the moment to the shape of the beam. 
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Figure 82: Material savings for the chosen shaping methodology for a simply supported beam with different spans 

loaded uniformly. 

6.4.2. Textbook case 

6.4.2.1. What the beam wants to be 

Here, the beam is shaped based on the initial bending moment and shear force. Then, the bending moment 

is recomputed based on the new beam’s shape. This new moment is then used to reshape the beam. This 

procedure is applied until the beam’s shape and the moment converge or no significant change is observed. 

This final state is here called ‘what the beam wants to be’. The whole process is done without the addition 

of zero-moment structural hinges. A satisfactory result (~1% error) is reached after 5 iterations for the 

beam’s volume and 15 iterations for the maximum bending moment. 

 

Figure 83: What the beam wants to be. Resulting beam shape and bending moment diagram when iteratively 

designing the beam’s shape from the inner-forces distribution. 

As shown in Figure 83, the iteration of the bending moment and beam shape are converging to a final 

solution. The final bending moment (23.4 kNm) is different from the initial bending moment from the first 

iteration (18 kNm). 
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6.4.2.2. Minimal weight design 

Using the hinge method presented in the methodology section, the structural volume is plotted for every 

location of the hinge along the beam (Figure 84). The results are shown for both a design controlled by a 

strength constraint only and both a strength and displacement constraint of l/360. The results are 

normalized to the initial elastic solution design for stress only. The graph displays only half of the beam. 

For reference, the normalized weight of the plastic solution (designed for ql2/16 instead of ql2/12) is 

displayed. 

All the shapes designed for a stress constraint are below the initial weight of a standard beam section. The 

minimum weight solution reaches a material reduction of 0.6. Interestingly, the hinge location of the 

minimum weight solution corresponds to the solution found when iterating on the bending moment and 

the shape. 

The material savings achieved in this case are higher (0.6 of the initial beam) than what can be achieved 

on a single statically determinate system (about 0.815 of the initial beam). By activating or using the 

redundancy in the system, larger material savings a be achieved. 

Finally, the region around the optimal solution is relatively flat, resulting in a large design catalog with 

similar performance. Indeed, for every hinge location between 0.6 m and 5.4 m (symmetry), the shaped 

beam solutions achieve the same level of performance than the standard constant prismatic beam section 

while offering a large array of design alternatives. Some of these shapes are displayed on the right side in 

Figure 84. 

 

Figure 84: Results for the textbook case study. The graph on the left displays the normalized structural weight for 

every zero-moment hinge location along the beam’s axis. On the right, the beam shapes corresponding to a few 

hinge locations are represented. 
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6.4.2.3. Multiple load cases and asymmetry 

The textbook case is used here to demonstrate the application of multiple load cases and how the shape 

can be derived. In the example shown in Figure 85, the free-moving hinges are placed asymmetrically in 

the section. Each of the load cases must have the same hinge locations in order to compute the moment 

envelope. Then, the beam can be shaped cased on the envelope of all the bending moments. 

 

Figure 85: Asymmetrical hinge locations and multiple load cases. 

6.4.3. Footbridge case 

The summary of the results for the bridge case study is shown in Figure 86. The graph displays the 

normalized material volume for different locations of the zero-moment hinges introduced in the structure. 

Here, the second hinge was placed symmetrically on the other half of the beam as well. Both the results 

for a shape resulting from a stress constraint and stress and displacement constraint are graphed. 

The minimal weight solution is again similar in shape as the one found when iterating with an elastic 

analysis on the bending moment distribution and the element’s shape. The region around the minimal 

weight solution is relatively flat and offer a wide range of shaped solution with good performances. Some 

of the beam shapes are represented in the upper part of Figure 86. 
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Due to the relatively low self-weight of the material, a wide range of shaped solutions are possible. The 

most efficient one being with an even distribution of the section strength over the support and at mid-

span. The solution corresponding to three simply supported beam is the solution with the least efficiency 

amongst all. 

The divergent behavior of the result that takes the displacement constraint is likely due to the single 

scaling factor. Indeed, a single displacement limit and only one scaling factor were utilized for the whole 

structure. In some cases, it would be more advantageous to differentiate the scaling factor for the center 

span and the two smaller side spans. 

 

Figure 86: Results for the footbridge case study. (bottom) The graph displays the normalized material savings for 

every location of the zero-moment point of the bending moment distribution. (top) Beam shape for four different 

moment distributions and corresponding normalized volume. 

The lowest value for the structural volume saving is identical to the lowest value of the fix-fix beam. The 

footbridge can in fact be seen as an extended version of the fix-fix beam, a central one and two halves on 

the sides. 

6.4.4. Engel frame 

For the last case study, six hinges were needed to control the bending moment diagram and create an 

isostatic structure. Figure 87 represents a collection of five frame shapes that were found using the 

methodology along with the initial frame with constant cross-sections. 

The study of the frame shows that a variety of shapes are possible. Some of them perform better than the 

standard frame with constant prismatic cross-section. Some solutions have similar material quantities but 

in the form of different structural shapes. Finally, the placement of the free-moving hinges can also result 
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in structural shapes with higher material consumption. As in the last case study, only one scaling factor 

and one displacement limit were implemented for the whole structure. 

 

 

Figure 87: Results for the Engel frame case study. Illustration by Natalie Bellefleur. 
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5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

The chapter has presented a methodology to shape indeterminate frame structures. By moving structural 

hinges within indeterminate structures, it is possible to control the form-giving bending moment (and 

shear force) with only a few variables. This methodology was explored in three case studies. It has been 

shown that the element level (i.e. beam element) possible material savings resulting from structural 

shaping can be transferred to the system level (i.e. frame structure) and that in some cases, even greater 

material savings are possible. The minimal weight solution for a shaped indeterminate structure was 

similar to the solution found when iterating on the elastic bending moment distribution and the beam 

shape until convergence. Finally, the case studies have shown that around the minimal weight solution, 

there are a lot of diverse shape solutions with similar structural performance.  

In the future, a few steps can be taken to expand the application of the methodology presented in case 

studies. First, structures are usually designed with a few more load cases at multiple locations. This 

involves selecting the load case and load location that generates the highest internal demand in the 

structure or in other words, the governing bending moment and shear force envelope. Second, the single 

scaling factor used to get the displacement-controlled design could be expanded by involving multiple 

scaling factors for different portions of the element. While this would require another optimization loop 

to find the best combination of scaling factors, it would increase the material saving opportunities. Third, 

normal stresses resulting from axial forces were not included in the model. The overstrength of the 

prismatic section designed plastically should, however, see only small changes in the required dimensions 

of the third case study. Finally, the case studies could be designed with other shaping methodologies that 

lead to higher material efficiencies, such as elements with varying width or free shaping. 

The uncertainty embedded in indeterminate frame structures can be seen in two ways when applying 

structural shaping. On one hand, if the frame is designed elastically, the distribution of the actual inner 

forces is uncertain, as the structure is very sensitive to imperfections or displacement of the supports. 

Under the assumption of the elasticity theory, the structure needs to be carefully considered for its design. 

Furthermore, the elastic design can only lead to one possible shaped structural solution (that might not 

represent the actual stress state). On the other hand, this uncertainty can be seen as an opportunity for 

designers to create material efficiency yet diverse structural solutions when shaping such structures using 

a plasticity approach. The safety of the structure is assured by the lower-bound theory since it was 

designed based on an internal force distribution that is in equilibrium with the external loads. In that case, 

the multiple possible bending moments (and associated shear force) lead to a large variety of shaped 

structural solutions, all more efficient than the standard solution with constant cross-section. 

Finally, by giving agency and control to designers over the final shape of their structures, structural 

shaping applied to indeterminate structures offers a way to reduce material consumption while expanding 

the catalog of design options. These are both important qualities for a sustainable future of the built 

environment. 
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7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

This final section presents a summary of the dissertation’s contributions and offers a few directions for 

future work. The section finishes with concluding remarks. 

7.1. Summary of contributions 

This dissertation is contributing to the fields timber engineering, structural optimization and structural 

design. The main contributions of this thesis are three new design methodologies for structurally-efficient 

mass timber elements and structures, and their implementation in case studies. Each methodology focuses 

on a specific part of standard mass timber buildings: plate element, beam element and the combination of 

beam elements into structural systems. They each include the development of new models to describe the 

element’s specific structural behavior, taking timber’s characteristics, and the change in shape or topology 

into account. 

The first part applies cellular materials theory and structural optimization to cross-laminated timber (CLT) 

panels. The second part focuses on structural shaping and structural optimization of timber beam elements. 

The last part applies structural shaping and optimization to entire structural systems (indeterminate 

structural systems). Different case studies demonstrate the potential material savings that can be achieved 

through their implementations. The material savings values from the case studies are important references 

for future developments and targeted applications. The numerical values represent the range of potential 

material savings resulting from their implementations in real life case scenarios. It is however important 

to remember that an implementation of the methodologies in different case studies could lead to slightly 
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different values. The parametric nature of the methodologies, however, allows for a rapid use of these 

techniques for structurally optimized mass timber elements in different case scenarios. In this last chapter, 

the summarized numerical values of material and cost savings represent the potential savings under 

reasonable assumptions. 

The results from the different case studies answer the main research question of how much material could 

be saved through the implementation of structural optimization and digital fabrication for mass timber 

structures. The discovered material savings have the potential to significantly reduce the price of mass 

timber structures and thus increase their competitivity and implementation at scale. 

The following section 7.1.1, section 7.1.2 and section 7.1.3 summarize the main contribution of section 

4, section 5, section 6 of this dissertation, respectively. Section 7.2 (potential impact) compiles the results 

to determine the potential cost savings at the scale of an entire building. The last sections offer guidance 

on future work and present the concluding remarks of this dissertation. The chapter ends on a few images 

that imagine a new optimized mass timber building that implements all the contributions of this 

dissertation. 

7.1.1. Hollow cross-laminated timber panels 

The first methodology of this dissertation implements cellular solids theory to the design of hollow cross-

laminated timber panels. Their weight to stiffness ratio can be improved through the removal of parts of 

the wood in the CLT’s minor direction. The main contributions in this chapter are: 

→ Two new models to describe the structural behavior of hollow cross-laminated timber panels, 

→ Small-scale load tests that confirmed the models, 

→ An optimization methodology that implements one of the models to design material-efficient CLT 

panels, 

→ Numerical applications that demonstrate the potential material savings. 

The methodology was implemented in two design scenarios. The first scenario involves very few 

modifications to the current manufacturing processes. Wood pieces from the center layers are left out of 

the panel to create voids. This results in a loss of stiffness (both bending and shear stiffness) but an 

improvement of the stiffness to weight ratio. In other words, the panel becomes more material-efficient. 

The second scenario involves more complex manufacturing processes: the thickness of each wood layer 

is also allowed to vary. This results in CLT panels with lower weight and no decrease in performance. 

 

Figure 88:Summary of chapter 4 on optimized hollow cross-laminated timber (CLT) panels. 
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Table 14: Summary of results for hollow cross-laminated timber panels. 

 
holes only 

(with reasonable stiffness loss) 

holes and change of board thicknesses 

(with reasonable or no loss of stiffness) 

Material saving (%) up to 15-20% ~18 – 25% 

 

The potential material savings for different levels of fabrication complexity are summarized in Table 14. 

These results could be implemented in practice directly, as they only require a small change in the current 

manufacturing process. 

7.1.2. Shaped timber beams 

Chapter 5 of the dissertation offers material-efficient alternatives to current mass timber beam designs by 

applying structural shaping and computational structural optimization. For this, a new shaping 

methodology combining analytical structural mechanics and computational geometry was developed and 

benchmarked. The methodology was then applied to large case studies in order to demonstrate the possible 

material savings that could arise from designing shaped timber beams. 

The main contributions in this chapter are: 

→ A new shaping methodology for shaped timber beams, mixing analytical and numerical methods, 

→ An analytical mechanics model describing the structural behavior of shaped timber beams, 

→ A demonstration of manufacturability with existing technologies, 

→ A case study demonstrating the potential material savings. 

The different case studies are separated in different shaping methods, that is, different ways of shaping or 

transforming the geometry of a beam to achieve higher material efficiencies. Three shaping methods were 

explored in this thesis were beams with varying height (i.e. fixed-width), beams with varying width (i.e. 

fixed height), and one instance of free-form shaping. 

Table 15: Summary of potential saving and evaluation of possible implementation with existing manufacturing 

methods. 

 Shaping method 

 
Varying height 

(fixed width) 

Varying width 

(fixed height) 
Free-form 

Savings (%) up to ~10-15% up to ~20% up to ~50-70% 

Additive 

manufacturing 
short-term short-to-medium term future work 

Subtractive 

manufacturing 
short-term short-term 

short-term 

& future work 

 

Table 15 summarizes the main results of the different shaping methods and the resulting potential material 

savings for elements with similar structural performances. A beam with varying height can reduce the 

material needs by up to 10% (or 15% in the case of a beam made out of CLT). A beam with varying with 
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can achieve up to 20% of material reduction. Free-form shaped beams can reduce the material demand by 

up to 50-70%, depending on the design constraints. 

 

Figure 89: Possibilities offered by the hybrid shaping methodology. The methodology presented in Chapter 5 

enables the design of material efficient mass timber beams. In some extreme cases, the material reduction can 

reach up to 70%. Illustration by Natalie Bellefleur. 

The methodology also enables to find beam shapes such as shown in Figure 89, that can achieve a material 

reduction of 70%. Some of these geometries can already be fabrication with current manufacturing 

techniques while others will require the development of new techniques (Table 15). 

7.1.3. Shaped indeterminate structures 

Chapter 6 expanded the beam shaping results to indeterminate frame structures. A design methodology to 

control the shape-giving bending moment diagram was presented and explored in three case studies. 

The main contributions in this chapter are: 

→ A design methodology for shaped indeterminate structures, 

→ An implementation of the methodology in three case studies, 

→ A demonstration of the expand design space and saving opportunities linked to indeterminate 

systems. 
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The result of the case studies has shown that when shaping is applied to indeterminate frame structures 

(or continuous beams), more material saving can be achieved than what is possible on a single shaped 

beam element. 

 

Figure 90: Indeterminate frame structures combined with structural shaping. The indeterminacy of the structures 

offers a variety of valid bending moment distribution, each linked to a different structural shape. 

7.2. Potential impact 

7.2.1. Cost reduction of optimized mass timber buildings 

The three central sections of this thesis have offered methodologies to reduce the amount of material in 

mass timber buildings in order to reduce the cost of the structure. These methodologies were applied in 

case studies to demonstrate the potential savings. The following table summarizes the potential material 

savings per element types and the effect it has on the cost of a mass timber structure. It is assumed that 

100% of material volume reduction correspond to a 95% structural cost reduction (see Section 2.2.3). 

Two scenarios are considered: a scenario with low estimates and a scenario with high estimates of the 

potential material savings. 

The low estimates scenario corresponds to a short-term implementation of the low-hanging fruits resulting 

from this thesis. The structure has mass timber beams with varying height or width (average of 15% 

possible material reduction), the CLT floor panel does not consider any tradeoffs in performance (18% 

material reduction). 

The high estimates scenario corresponds to the longer-term implementation of the research results, with 

more advanced manufacturing methods available and possible trade-offs on the performance of the 

structure. The beams are shaped to achieve an average of 50% of material reduction and the CLT panels 

achieve an average material reduction of 25%, assuming a 10% trade-off on the stiffness of the panel. 

The average material volume contributions for the mass timber structure are taken from Section 2.2.3. 

The trickle-down effect on the column requirements is taken as 20% of the CLT weight reduction [127]. 

The effects of the weight reductions on foundation costs and the increased savings due to the 
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indeterminacy of the structure are not considered. Depending on the soil conditions and the type of 

foundation, smaller loads on the foundations could have a significant contribution to cost reduction [208]. 

Finally, the cost of the structure relative to the total cost is 30%. 

Table 16: Impact of contributions from each chapter on total building cost. 

Structural element Beam CLT column total 
Average contribution 

(% of structure cost) 
10% 80% 10%  

low estimate 

material savings per element 

(%) 

15% 18 % 3.6% 
 

Resulting cost reduction per 

element category 

(%) 

1.5% 14.4% 0.4% = 16.3% 

high estimate 

material savings per element 

(%) 

50% 25% 5%  

cost reduction per element 

category  

(%) 

5% 20% 0.5% = 25.5% 

    = 16.3-25.5% 

Taking all the parts that this thesis has contributed to, the cost of the mass timber structures could be 

reduced by approximately 21% (16-26%), resulting in a project cost reduction of about 6% or (4.6 – 

7.3%). 

7.2.2. More design options for mass timber structures 

An important result beyond material savings opportunities is the new design opportunities resulting from 

shaping timber elements. In most of modern timber constructions, the structural frame is apparent. This 

work has shown that more design options are possible when considering shaping. 
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Figure 91: Possible design of a timber structure, implementing the research results, imagined in the context of a 

woodworking workshop. The indeterminacy of the system allows to redirect a large portion of the forces towards 

the central column and lighten the structure around the external walls. Illustration by Natalie Bellefleur. 

7.2.3. Beyond mass timber structures 

The results of this thesis have the potential to have an impact beyond the field of mass timber structures. 

Two other areas of construction and design can be considered: bridge engineering and 3d printed 

structures. 

7.2.3.1. Bridge engineering 

Bridges are essentially long beam elements. The methodologies developed in Section 5.3 on timber beam 

shaping and Section 6.3 on the shaping of indeterminate structures could be adapted for the design of new 

bridge shapes. 

Shaping has long been used in bridge engineering as a way to move the dead loads of the structures away 

from the center of the span. Concrete bridges often use this strategy to minimize the negative influence of 

the self-weight on the structural demand. Furthermore, integral bridges, i.e. indeterminate bridge 

structures with very few physical joints, have gained in popularity due to their reduced maintenance needs 

[209]. In this case, the shaping methodology for indeterminate structures could be implemented to explore 

new beam-bridge forms. 

Timber bridges made from mass timber elements are being developed in Germany (Figure 92). The bridge 

shape, inspired by the shape of arching concrete bridges, could also use the methodology of Chapter 5 

and Chapter 6. The section of the bridge in the image is defined by the fabrication constraints (i.e. stacks 

of wood panels) and weather protection. The side angles of the section are defined so that the rain will 

minimally impact the structure. Other section shapes, within the constraints imposed by the rain angle 

could be found using the beam shaping methodology presented in this dissertation. 
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Figure 92: Pedestrian and bicycle timber-concrete composite bridge by Miebach in Neckartenzinglen, Germany 

(2017). Image: Buckhard Walther Architekturfotografie. 

7.2.3.2. 3D printed construction 

3D printing is increasingly seen has a potential tool for construction at the scale of architecture [210], 

[211]. Most of the 3D printing techniques are filament based and result in an anisotropic material behavior. 

The strength of the material in the filament deposition direction (i.e. along the 3d printed fiber) is many 

times stronger than in the orthogonal direction [212], just like wood. The beam shaping methodology of 

this dissertation could also be applied to 3d printed parts that display a layer-based construction. 

7.3. Limitations and future work 

7.3.1. General limitations and future work 

There are a few limitations to the work presented in this thesis. These limitations do not dismiss the results 

but will require a refinement of the proposed methodologies to expand the scope of application or are part 

of future work. The dissertation contributions were focused on methodologies and numerical applications. 

Important next steps will be a refinement of the presented methodologies, potential development of new 

manufacturing methods to efficiently fabricate complex timber shapes, full-scale manufacturing and load 

tests, and implementation in practice through the development of design tools. Specific limitations and 

future work suggestions for the individual chapters are found there. 
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7.3.1.1. Refinement of the design methodologies 

The design methodologies will require the addition of a few structural features: fire design, stability and 

load introductions. First, fire design has been considered in the optimization methodology of Chapter 4 

but not in Chapter 5 on beam shaping. For this, a char design approach (Section 2.2.1.6) can be 

implemented as part of the parametric model as an additional computational geometry operation on the 

beam’s volume to only consider the cold wood in the section. Second, structural instabilities have not 

been considered in this dissertation. Both local and global structural instabilities will need to be added in 

the beam shaping methodology. For the hollow CLT panels, it will likely have no effect. Finally, the load 

introduction zones were not considered in the model. Presented as one of the limitations of analytical 

models (Section 5.2), a real-life application of these techniques will require an additional structural check 

in the regions where the elements are supported or where point loads are introduced. 

7.3.1.2. Manufacturability of complex shapes 

The results show that more complex geometries can achieve more potential savings but also requires more 

effort. The simpler techniques, such as beam elements with varying height, can only achieve 10% material 

reduction but are, however, simple to implement. This type of savings might beneficial in some cases, or 

the varying height might be desired for aesthetic or structural reasons. The next elements to consider are 

beams with varying width. They will involve a few more manufacturing steps but can achieve even higher 

material savings, up to 20%. 

In the case of free-form shaping, with savings approaching 50-70% of the volume of beams of 

comparative performances, the complex shapes require more effort to fabricate. Current manufacturing 

techniques (CNC-machines) can produce these shapes without problems. It is often done for boutique 

projects (such as shown in Figure 55), where cost reduction is not the driving factor. For the 

implementation of these shapes to result in a cost saving, a more careful analysis of machining time and 

by-products (i.e. sawdust) production will need to be considered. 

Beyond existing manufacturing methods, the results of this thesis offer an incentive to develop new 

manufacturing methods for complex timber shapes. The demonstrated material savings motivate the 

creation of faster or more efficient CNC-milling options, e.g. wood cutting tools with higher cutting 

efficiency. The development of more advanced machining or milling techniques will in turn inform the 

constraints on the shape generation and optimization. The development of additive manufacturing 

methods from small lumber sizes could also bring new possibilities for the more complex shapes of this 

research to be implemented at scale. 

7.3.1.3. Full-scale implementation 

The dissertation has presented methods for the design of structurally optimized elements and structures 

and was verified analytically and numerically. An important next step for this work to be implemented 

are full-scale manufacturing and physical load tests to pursue product certifications. 

Furthermore, a full-scale implementation will allow to refine the numbers on total material and cost 

savings resulting from a material reduction in the floor plates, beams, columns and other sub-systems 

such as foundations. 
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7.3.1.4. Design tool and use in practice 

Design methodologies presented in this dissertation should find their way into design tools. The current 

implementation of the methodologies has been limited to Grasshopper or Matlab scripts. While these are 

very useful in a research context, do not hide any of the processes in a black box and can be easy to 

modify, they also require a more in-depth knowledge of the methodologies and their limitations and are 

not user-friendly. The design tools could be developed for the needs of engineered wood products 

manufacturers, design offices or construction developers. 

7.3.1.5. Optimized two-way spanning systems 

An important opportunity to increase the efficiency of mass timber construction is the development of 

efficient two-way spanning systems. Cross-laminated timber panels already offer the possibility to span 

in two directions (it was used in Brocks Common, Canada (2017)), but the panels still suffer from the 

same structural inefficiency. The current CLT manufacturing methods constrain the two-way action to 

small spans only, as the press cannot accommodate panels with large dimensions in the direction 

orthogonal to the main panel direction and result in a tight column grid (2.85m x 4m). 

New timber-concrete hybrids or on-site gluing of CLT panels are a promising research direction to 

activate the biaxial behavior for higher efficiency of slab systems. Especially given the high contribution 

of surface elements to the total weight or material consumption of the structure, two-ways floor systems 

beyond CLT is a promising line of research for ideas of this dissertation to be applied. 

7.4. Concluding remarks 

The thesis has demonstrated that the application of structural optimization with digital fabrication 

techniques to mass timber constructions has the potential to significantly reduce material use and lower 

the costs associated with the structure. 

Given the climate urgency and relatively large impact of the built environment, structural designers are 

challenged to rethink the way we build standard constructions. The methodologies presented in this thesis 

offers some solutions to design new and more efficient mass timber constructions. 
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Figure 93: Optimized and shaped mass timber building. Illustration by Daniel Marshall. 
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Figure 94: Optimized and shaped mass timber building. Illustration by Daniel Marshall. 
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